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PREFACE

The words of the Bible are inexhaustible in their fresh-

ness and power; and this volume, like its predecessors,

T^ Divine Pursuit and In the Hour of Silence, is an attempt

to capture something of their aroma. The chapters are not

elaborate expositions, but simple meditations, resting usually

upon a close study of the original meaning of some great

Bible word or scene, and exhibiting some aspect of its per-

manent message. Those ancient words still speak, as no
other words speak, to the men of to-day, and so, we believe,

they will continue to speak to men for ever.

These chapters have already appeared in one or other of
the following magazines : The Interior, The Congregationattst,

The Sunday School Times, T%e Biblical World, The Methodist

Quarterly Review, The Record of Christian Worh, The
Presbyterian. For their courteous permission to reproduce

them, my thanks are most heartily tendered to the editors.

John E. M'Favdbn.

Silver Bay,

Lahe George, N. Y.
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DWELLING IN TENTS

*' Dwelling in Tents, he looked for the City"

The earliest ancestors of our faith were nomads,

and the imprint of their wandering life has been

left indelibly upon the Christian religion. We
call ourselves pilgrims and strangers. We say that

on the solid earth we are but sojourners, and that

only for a little while. We learned these words

from the ancient men of the desert. Every day the

men who dwelt in tents were impressed with the

mutability of human things. The tent could be

pitched here or there or anywhere ; and in all the

shiftings of the desert life there was little sense of

permanence or home.

In this ancestry of our religion we see the wise

providence of God. For if religion gives us any-

thing, it must give us the sense of something fixed

amid the uncertainties, something stable amid the

instabilities of life; and before we can appreciate

the city that standeth fast, whose foundations are

in the holy mountains, we must have the insecurity

of all things earthly borne in upon our soul. Now
the life of the early Hebrews was fitted to impress

B a 3
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4 IHE CITY WITH TOUNDATIONS
them with Just this sense of ceaseless change amid
tlie unchanging monotony of the desert; and this
sense of the uncertainties and shiftableness ofhuman hfe has been stamped for ever into the
language of our religion by the wandering fathers
of our faith.

*

Both the city and the tent have their contribution
to make to religion-the city with its suggestion
of social activities and obligations, the tent with its
suggestion of frailty and change. The one is aprophecy of the heavenly Jerusalem where mendwd together as brethren in unity; the other is the
fragile symbol of our earthly life, which oftentimes
seems to have no foundation anywhere, but shifts
Its place with the changing days, and finally van-
ishes away. City and tent alike have had their
place in the shaping and colouring of religious
thought, and the service of the tent is not likely to
be forgotten, for its image is ever before us. Hereto^ay and gone to-morrow; that is the message
of the tent. Nothing to do but pull up the tent-
pins, and che home has vanished as at ihe touch
of a wii^rd's wand. There is no home in all the

bufGod
**"' '*^''" '' ^ ^'*'"'- "^^"'^

'' "^ ^^™«

Such were the thoughts that may often have risen
in nomad hearts. Such, at any rate, is the thought
which the writer of the brave epistle to the Hebrews
sees in the heart of Abraham, as he wanders about
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from spot to spot in the land that was not his own.

It was indeed his own in the divine purpose, but it

was not yet his by possession; battles must be

fought and blood spilt, ere his descendants can call

the land their own. So he wandered up and down

with a sense of the pathos of things at the heart of

him.

He had left his dear distant eastern home for this

western land where he was for ever to be but a

pilgrim and stranger. But in the heart of the

wanderer was the solace of a better home to come

—

in the city which has the foundations. "By faith

he became a sojourner in the land of promise, as in

a land not his own, dwelling in tents ... for he

looked for the city which hath the foundations,

whose builder and maker is God." There are some
who suppose that he saw in vision some great,

noble city like the Jerusalem of David or Solomon,

and that some such royal capital was to be the

issue and the compensation of the relatively meagre
life of the tent, to which his own days were doomed.
But the thought in so great a passage must be
larger than that. The city which will comfort the

heart that is worn with the changes and disappoint-

ments of the tent is not a city made with hands,
but the city whose designer and fashioner is God.
Dwelling in tents and looking for the city—does

not that describe the life of the profounder souls

of every age? And into every life, however unre-
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fleeting, there come times when the awful uncer-
tainties which beset us behind and before, and
which on the smoother planes of life are so easily

and so conveniently forgotten, assume an almost
ghastly reality. Two trains collide in the dead Of
night; and beautiful homes are dissolved for ever.
Death makes inroads, numerous and surprising and
cruel, upon our friendships. Within a few weeks,
friend after friend goes away to the silent lanH ; till

we feel that the very ground is trembling beneath
our feet. We are so appalled by our impotence to
keep with us^ those whom we love, and by their
impotence to remain with us, so vexed by the might
of powers which we can neither control nor per-
suade, that we yearn in our anguish for a city with
foundations. Our poor tents have no depth of
earth. The tent is as unstable as the sand on
which it is pitched; even on the hillside it is ex-
posed to every wind that blows. V^e need a sight
of the city whose foundation is the keck of Ages.

It is a daring and beautiful thought that the
patriarch should look for a city. The author of
this epistle, like Isaiah and every true prophet, is

very bold; for the cities with which he was familiar
were anything but divine. What was Jerusalem ?

The holy city in name, but not in deed or truth.

It was the city that had slain the prophets and
crucified the greatest Prophet of all. Of Rome he
must have known at least by hearsay. And what
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was RfHne? To its unspeakable corruption there

is a melancholy unanimity of testimony ; we know

it from Juvenal, from Paul, from poets and his-

torians only too many. And what was Athens,

mother of arts and eloquence ? Her educated men

received the earnest message of the greatest

preacher of that age, or perhaps of any age, with

mingled curiosity and scorn. Alexandria, Ephesus,

everywhere it was the same. One would hardly

have been surprised to find the author of the epistle

rejecting the city as a godless thing, and finding

his ideal in the ancient, simple life of the tent. But

it is not so. The home of his heart is the city

—

the city of God.

The city and the tent offer many points of con-

trast; as, for example, between the life of the one

and the loneliness of the other. But the particular

contrast in the writelr's mind at this point is that

between the permanence of the one and the imper-

manence of the other. The city has foundations,

the tent has none. The writers of the Bible were

haunted by the insecurities of life; they knew them-

selves to be but pilgrims and strangers, and their

life to be but as a vapour that appeareth for a little

time and then vanisheth away. But they lifted up

their hearts in the thought of the security of the

city of God.

With much emphasis and beauty John dwells

upon the fact that that city has twelve foundations.
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It was for foundations that they longed, and they
found them in the city whose builder and maker is
God. Every earthly friendship is sundered some
day. Sooner or later every fabric raised by earthly
hands will totter. But—

**7^ standi those haUs of Zion,
All jubilant with •ong.'*

The thought here is a mystic one. It was by
faith that Abraham saw the city, and the city which
he saw was in the world beyond. That is the vision
which can make any man feel secure amid the
msecurities. In that he can take refuge when the
earth seems to reel, and a sense of homelessness
gathers about his heart. His citizenship is in
heaven, and nothing can rob him of the portion
that is laid up for him in the new Jerusalem, the
city of the living God that stands fast for ever.
But elsewhere we are reminded—and do we not

need the reminder ?—that the holy city is in our
world, as well as in the world beyond, that it is a
city built upon both sides of death, and that it
"comes dotan from God out of heaven." "Behold "

says the apostle who saw it and described it, almoLt
in the words of older oracles-" behold, the tent of
God is with men, and He shall ha/e His tent with
them, and they shall be His peoples, and God Him-
self shall be with them, and be their God." No
wonder he says. Behold. For what a vision is
this I We seem to be back in the age of tents
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again. But when God pitches His tent where men

pitch theirs, the very desert shall rejoice and

blossom, and men will call it home.

The clustering tents of that great multitude which

no man can number, with the tent of God in the

midst, what will it be but in very truth a city of

God ? And is not the vision in part already fact ?

God has come down and dwelt among us, and men

have beheld His glory, and some are this day reflect-

ing that glory and being transformed into the same

image. The city of God is coming down from

heaven. It is with us. Every day its walls are

rising—in service faithfully rendered, in the will of

God willingly done. The city of God is both a

vision and a fact, a hope and a present reality. It

has been the dream and the consolation of all who

have felt the evanescence of mortal things.

But it is more than a dream. To take part in

the building of that city is the duty and joy of

every one who believes in it. The heroes of

Hebrew history, whose faith is immortalized in the

brilliant summary of this eleventh chapter, played

their part well. We shall play ours by working

in the inspiration of their example. Compassed

about by that great cloud of witnesses, let us too

run with patience the race that is set before us.

Then even here we shall have a foretaste of citizen-

ship in that city which hath the foundations, whose

builder and maker is God.
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ONE NEEDFUL THING

"One thing is needful"

It is pleasant to find Jpsus anywhere, but most

of all in the house of His friends ; and there is no

more gracious scene in all the gospels than that in

which our Lord, doubtless footsore and hungry,

was welcomed by Martha to her hospitable home.

For it is Martha who welcomes Him; in all that

pertains to the household Mary plays a humbler

rdle. Through all this scene her voice is not once

heard. She is not so much Mary as Martha's

sister; and the first and only glimpse we have of

her is sitting at the feet of Jesus, and listening to

His word. She had taken her place there deliber-

ately, as the words imply. She knew what she was

doing. She had chosen the good part, as her

Master said. Martha thought she was selfish and

indolent ; but Mary sat down at the feet of the Lord

whom she loved, sure that He at least would not

misunderstand her. She knew that the words of

Jesus were very precious, and she could not be sure

that He would ever be back again.

13



14 THE CITY WITH FOUNDATIONS

Martha loved Jesus too, but she showed her love
in another way. She was bent, like a good house-
wife, on loing her utmost for the great Guest,
whose real greatness she only half understood. She
wished to entertain Him worthily, and to her that
meant elaborately

; she forgot how simple His tastes
were, and how that His meat and drink were to do
the will of His Father in heaven. So she was "dis-
tracted "—to use the evangelist's expressive word—
"pulled about," with much serving; and with a
blunt impulsiveness which reminds us of Peter, she
went to the spot where Jesus and Mary were—in
another room, perhaps, for she complains that Mary
had left her—and, carried away by her feelings, she
addressed the Master in irritable and almost im-
pertinent words: "Is it nothing to Thee that my
sister has left me to do all the serving alone?"
Surely she must have known Jesus very well, to
speak to Him thus boldly. He was doubtless a
familiar figure in that home—so familiar that the
mistress had lost her awe of Him, if ever she had
any, and could address Him even in imperious
tones. " Tell my sister," she impetuously says, " to
lend me a hand."

What will the Master say? for this is a great
moment, which will put His resources to the test.
The situation is one of extreme delicacy. Both
the women love Him. Both are honouring Him,
though in widely diflferent ways. He will be just
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to both, to Martha no less than to Mary. He looks
upon the heart. He knows the affection that beats
beneath the sharp, rude words; and He will deal
with her very tenderly. But, in spite of her affec-

tion, she lacks one thing yet. A loving soul has
gone astray, and Jesus must bring her gently back.
"Martha, Martha." 't is not for nothing that Jesus
names her twice. The deep and earnest emotion
that breathes through the twice-repeated name
shows how much the incident had moved Him, and
how impoitant is the word He is now about to utter.

"Thou art anxious." He touched the spot with
unerring instinct.

"He struck His finger on the place,

And said: 'Thou ailest here.'"

Martha's soul was not calm. There was inner
and outer unrest. The bustling about the house
was but the counterpart of a certain unsteadiness
within. "Thou art anxious and troubled about
many things." Jesus must have been touched by
Martha's eager activity about the many things; for
were they not all in His honour? All the same,
it was a mistake, due to a misundertanding of the
nature of Jesus, and of the real needs of men. Hos-
pitality, in its kindly, stumbling way, was trying to
express itself in the "many things," under the idea
that the sincerity of the welcome could best be
measured by the number of the dishes on the table.
But it is not so. The many things are not needful.
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"Only a few things," says Jesus, "arc necessary "—
and then, after a pause—"or rather only one."

Was ever transition from the material to the

spiritual sphere more delicately mediated than by

this great word of Jesus ? One moment we are at

Martha's table; the next, we are in the spiritual

world. A less elaborate dinner would do, Jesus

seems to say ; only a few things are needful at the

table, and a few in life; or rather in life there is

only one thing that is really needful. With one

swift, sure stroke He smote down into the eternal

significance of this pathetic little scene; and in

words that are a marvel of kindliness as well as of

solemnity, He brought home to a soul distracted

by the "many things" the need of unifying and
simplifying her life. Many things we may have,

but one thing we must have, if life is to be life.

Many things are useful, many are important; but

one is necessary, absolutely necessary. Mary had

chosen it ; and we are almost given to understand

—

though Jesus gently refrains from saying so—that

Martha had not. While Martha was preparing one

meal, Mary was enjoying another; for the "por-

tion " of which Jesus speaks is the word used else-

where for the share of a meal. Two banquets were

preparing in that house; and Mary was already

sitting at the table of her Lord in the heavenly

world, partaking, at His gracious hand, of that

bread of which he who takes shall never hunger
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again. This portion could never be taken away

from her.

One's sympathies run out to Martha. It is easy,

we say, to honour the Lord by sitting at His feet

;

it is a harder thing by far to honour Him by active

service. And yet in many points we must come to

feel that Martha was mistaken. She does not well

understand either Mary or Jesus. Her appreciation

of Jesus is genuine but not profound ; and she does

not speak to Him with the deference which is His

due. She may have been almost hurt by His assur-

ance that Mary had chosen the good part; she

thought in her heart that Mary had chosen the bad,

or, at any rate, the selfish part. There was only

one way, she thought, of honouring her Lord at

that moment, and she herself had chosen it.

^*ow there is no direct rebuke in the words of

Jesus; He who promised an inheritance in His

Father's kingdom to those who fed the hungry

could not have been angry with the woman who

welcomed Him with so unmistakable a hospitality.

The only rebuke—and it is graciously indirect

—

touches her censoriousness in seeming to imply

that Mary had not done well. But Martha has to

learn that she does not herself exhaust the possi-

bilities of service, and that there may be forms of

service which she despises—forms, too, perhaps,

superior to her own. The more we look at this

very human hostess, with her restlessness, her

c
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anxiety, her impulsiveness, her irritability, her in-

tolerance, the more we sympathize with the kindly

remonstrance that lies beneath the searching words

of Jesus. But it must not be forgotten that He
does not directly condemn Martha. His whole

bearing to her is one of inexpressible tenderness.

He must lead her to see that there is a place, and

a high one, for such as Mary ; but He does not deny

that she, too, has her place. The contrast between

Martha and Mary is a contrast within the kingdom

itself. Real enough it is, but not like that tragic

contrast between those within and those without.

Martha and Miiry are sisters, and their virtues are

sister virtues—Martha, the symbol of strenuous

energy; Mary, the pattern of sweet contemplation.

In the kingdom of God there is a place for both;

for the unwearied activities of Protestantism, and
for that gracious and unobtrusive devotion which

has so often marked Catholicism. After all, it is

not so much the "many things" that are at fault,

for all things are God's; it is the being "anxious

and troubled" about them.

Martha is anxious. Mary is not anxious. She
is calm. She can rest. The practical person may
have little use for Mary. She may seem to him to

be a simpleton or a sluggard. Yet the contempla-

tive Mary was more practical than her practical

sister after all. She knew how to seize the golden

opportunity which came to her with the visit of

™Wffi!ig3^i
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Jesus; and she had the wisdom to gather, in this

quiet hour, strength for the lonely days to come,

when the Master would sup with them no more.

One thing is needful. What is that? It is very

characteristic of Jesus that He does not say. To

the interpretation of His great words we must go

forth with our minds, our imaginations, and our

hearts. He does not always tell us plainly what we

should so much wish to know. He does not tell us,

but He shows us. One thing is needful. Look at

Mary, and you will see it. There it is I or rather,

there she isl for Mary is that thing incarnate.

Sitting at the Master's feet, and hanging wistfully

upon His every word, she is an immortal illustra-

tion of the truth which Jesus would bring home to

the restless Martha, and to all those eager, strenuous

spirits of which Martha is the type.

In one of its phases, the one thing needful is the

power to sit down. To some, every hour is lost

which is not crowded with action. Meals must be

prepared, and business transacted; if there is no

well-spread table to show, no achievement to record,

the time has been spent in vain. God can only be

served by busy hands and nimble feet. But aspira-

tion is as necessary as action, and is the condition

of thT noblest action. True, we test our souls in the

hou. of labour and conflict ; but we win them in the

quiet hour, communing with our own hearts, or

with those who are wiser than we; and the wisest

c 3
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of all is Jesus. Many a man has been ruined

because he could not do this, because he did noC

know how to be happy within the four walls of his

room.

In another of its aspects, the one thing needful

is to hear the words of Jesus; for it was to hear

those words that Mary exposed herself to the mis-

understanding of her sister, by sitting at the

Master's feet. Many words are wise and fruitful,

but there are none like His. None see so deep into

life, or so far across death ; and the soul that does

not steady itself on His words is likely enough to

be anxious and troubled about many things. But
to sit down in a quiet hour when the mood comes
upon us—for this mood is the visit of Jesus—to

read and ponder His words till we learn from them
that peace which passeth all understanding, and
which will keep us from being anxious and troubled

any more : that is the one thing needful.
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THE STARS ALSO M
"He made the stars also*

thJwJ"^' °' **"* ^'^^*^ P'°*^ P*^" ^«th which

Iflf .r*^"''
*'*^' ^J^^^ching, in majestically

simple outhnes. the creation of the world with i^wonder of green, then turns our eyes to the heavens,

iT^h. I *7.*' "^^'^^ ""^^^ ^^ ^' there tohght the world. -God made the two great lights,"

les^ li".ht rr "^'^ '^ ^"'•^ ^^« ^y -^ the
lesser hgh to rule the night"; and then he adds,almost as .f by an afterthought, "He made the stars

JT.ny a sou! is thankful that He did not forget the
stars It .s easy to believe that the greater lightswere hung .n the firmament by the fingers of Godbut ,t .s a solace to remember that He made thetors also. The splendid sun and the gentle moon-!
they are not more truly His than the stars, whicha^e so many that they cannot be counted fo; mulU-
tude. It IS, perhaps, not too much to see in thisalhisjon to the stars a touch of that tender regardwhich the Bible shows everywhere for the smalUnd
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the weak things, and the things which seem to be of

no account. In the lordly sun which rules the day,

rejoicing like a hero as he runs across the sky, and
in the gracious moon which gently rules the night,

the Bible does not forget the little twinkling stars;

for they too are God's. " He made the stars also."

Whatever may be true of other parts of the

universe, for our world at least there is but one
sun and one moon; but there is a multitude of
stars. And this is as true of the earth as of the

heavens. The very brilliant men are always and
necessarily few; and if it be our lot ever to have
stood near such, and to have marvelled at the
brightness of their shining,—a brightness which
we know can never be ours,~we may have been
tempted to regret or even despise the feeble

flicker of our own light. The light that is in us
may not indeed be altogether darkness, but it is

to theirs as starlight unto sunlight; and we may
have wondered whether it would not be but
common wisdom to cover it up altogether.

This mood is not an unhealthy one, at least not
wholly so. It is sure to come at times upon the
man who measures himself, with a spirit purged of
jealousy, against his more brilliant and able
brethren. The man of balanced judgment who
sees truly and steadily, will often enough have to
confess the relative futility of the finest of his own
achievements. But when such a mood steals over
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him, it is well for him to remember that God made

the stars also. Such light as he has is a gift of

God, set in the firmament of some heaven > shine

as brightly as it may. It is no disgrac to the star

that it does not shine as the noonda} svn. Tiie

star must be content to shine as a s.er. Every

man is not called to illuminate a world. If wc

cannot be brilliant men, we can at least be our-

selves; and it is our duty to exercise any gift that

is in us, without impairing it by foolish and fruit-

less comparisons of our work with that of our

more highly favoured brethren; for more will be

required of him to whom more is given.

There cannot be too much humility; but that

which humbles the man ought at the same time

to inspire and exalt him. His service, measured

against the exacting demands of his own higher

nature, against the high laws of God, or even

against the service of some of his more gifted

fellow-men, may well seem so poor as to be hardly

worth while. But when it becomes the clear con-

viction of his soul that God made him,—not only

made the men who in the various spheres of human
activity are as burning and shining lights, but

made him also,—he puts bravely away from him
the paralyzing sense of his own insignificance, and
proceeds with a happy heart to do with his might

what his hands find to do.

Even in the name of the Christian gospel, a pro-
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wnich cripples a man's power of serving the worldThose who believe that they are sons ofVZ a
joint-heirs with Christ, and who»u^»he„2t ^'

CL'"" "r; '" '= ""—kers with G^l'n'Sbrethren w,.h Jesus Chris,, are bound in honour

atirr ' offh
"' ''' "' "^'"' '"* ""-"

""y
are named. On the conscience of every one ^vhiM.eve. .fc„ he has been bough, with.Xo^X
wav that iM™."

°!"*°"°" '<• ^^'^ '" -"^ vL
«d«med "^ "'"''' "" «" '"'^<' "nd

we^TlTLTKi' '^"^ "' «°<^ 'o remember «,at

Thr^f
'''' ^"""S'" "' ">« ">"»»'« worth

think the stars are tiny because they are so far

ITi::"
"""" '"^ -significant beiusTthtytno. shed much light upon our world. Bu. ifwe

us from them, and see them as they are. we shnnlHfind how foolishly inadequate hadLn'oTr „„l"of their size and brilliance, of the work they Ta^Hthe place .hey fill in .he economy of .he unt^"And may ,. no. be so .00 with the seemingly f^M^l.gh« of humanity ? Nay, what are even the m^t
God ? Men do not differ so much as we think AMare under one condemnation, and all are destined
to a common oblivion.
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We pass ; the path that each man trod
Is dim, or will be dim, with weeds

:

What fame is left for human deeds
!n endless age? It rests with God."

No man is altogether destitute of light; for the
true light, we are told, lighteth every man that
Cometh into the world. The light that is in most of
us is indeed only starlight; but what then? The
moon and the stars were set in the firmament to rule
by night. The language here is that of an ancient
worid that had once looked upon the stars as divine
beings which did, in very truth, rule over the night;
and though that view was not shared by the writer
of Genesis any more than by ourselves, it is not
without its element of truth. There must be order
in the firmament, and the dark night has to be
ruled. It is when the night is about us that the
stars are welcome. It is then that we need them,
and it is only then that they can help us. There
was more than humour in the quaint remark of an
earnest Christian worker, that the stars were more
important than the sun ; for the sun shone, he said,
when it was light, but the stars shone in the dark,'
when they were needed.

The night about us is always dark enough, and
any glimmer of a star is sure to be a welcome sight
to somebody. Too often is the situation in church
and city and state like that of the ship described by
Luke, when "neither sun nor stars shone upon us
for many days, and no small tempest lay on us, and
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all hope that we should be saved was now taken
away." We have never more light than we need.
Wherever our lot may be cast, there is darkness
enough of mind and heart in the sphere about us,
which any light that is in us was divinely intended
to dispel. It was Jesus who said, "Let your light
shine." That is all that a light can be expected to
do. The greater lights can do no more ; the lesser
lights should do no less.

Are we then shining ones? If indeed the true
light lighteth every man, there must be at least
some glimmer within me, even me, of that divine
light whose unspeakable glory no man can ap-
proach urco. There ftiust be in me some little

gleam, unless, indeed—and this is sadly possible—
I have deliberately quenched it. Am I allowing
such light as I have to shine, or am I contributing
nothing to illumine the thick darkness of that world
which I touch most closely ? It is not given to all,

or even to many, to move large numbers of their
fellow-men by persuasive pen or by eloquent
tongue; nor is it given to many to penetrate the
hidden things of nature, or seriously to affect the
course of history. But none the less, the call of
Jesus is to all, "Let your light shine." Be it

brilliant or feeble, its duty is to shine.
Do you know of any whose minds are dwelling

in the darkness of ignorance, strangers to the
uplifting thoughts that are imprisoned by the score
irt the books upon your bookshelves—thoughts lying
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there like sleeping giants, ready to go out and do
battle for the deluded and the ignorant the moment
they are wakened and set free? The gift or the

loan of such a book would be to the mind that is

darkened by ignorance as the rising of the morn-
ing star. It may not seem much to us, but it may
be everything to him. Hamerton has truly said

that "it is with our intellectual as with our material

wealth; we do not realize how precious some
fragments of it might be to our poorer neighbours."

Even if we have no books to lend, nor any ideas

to impart, there are other and even better ways in

which we may be as a light shining in a dark
place. About us there are hearts that are gloomy or

sullen or sad, hearts that are losing faith in God
because they see so few gleams of the divine in

those who call themselves His children. That
darkness can sometimes be dispelled by the quiet

light of a simple goodness that shines steadily

from day to day. It is not the light of genius,
but the nobler light of goodness. It is unaffected
and unobtrusive, but it is as a benediction of God to
all upon whom it falls. The gentle faces of some
whom we know have weaned the murmurer from
his murmuring; they have brought their own sweet
peace to hearts that were rebellious. They have
made us believe in the beauty of goodness. And
they shall shine at the right hand of God, when
the stars are forgotten.
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THE SAVIOUR AND THE MANIAC

"He besought Jesus that he might be with Hfan"

Of all the encounters of Jesus with men, surely
none is more striking than His meeting with the
maniac whose home was among the tombs. Jesus
had just left the boat, and stepped upon the shore,
when from out one of the caves that served for a
burying-place among the limestone hills there
rushed towards Him a creature that seemed not so
much like a human being as like an evil spirit incar-
nate. Perhaps the unhappy man had been watch-
ing the boat coming across the lake; and with the
swift bounds of a maniac, he made straight for
the Master as He disembarked. It was always so
with Jesus. No sooner did He touch the land than
He was met by human want and misery.
How very touching is the contrast between these

two men—the Saviour and the maniac; immortal
symbol of the world, wild and gloomy, hopeless
and homeless, rushing on to offer its instinctive
and unconscious homage to the Jesus whom it

needs. There stands the Master, with His quiet,
fearless bearing, with His sorrowful face and His

D 33
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beautiful eyes; and there, at His feet, is the demo-

niac, wild and fierce and naked, with the strength

of a demon in his right arm and the awful light of

madness in his eye. Not only all the day, but all

the night, when other men were sleeping, the

lonely hills where he made his home would ring

with his unearthly cries, and he would gash himself

with stones until the blood would spurt. So power-

ful was he that he could burst the heavy chains with

which he had been bound, and so terrible was he

that the bravest were a'fraid to pass that way.

No one would pass but Jesus. He v as not afraid.

Such were the ways He loved to pass. He loved to

set the fallen upon their feet, to restore again the

ruins of human nature; and to heal this wild misery

which rushed towards Him from the hills, and then

threw itself impulsively at His feet, was just to do
the work which His Father had given Him to do.

A brave heart might well have quailed before such

an onset, and fled perhaps in terror; but Jesus

stood and, looking upon him, loved him. We
listen with bated breath to hear what He will say

to this poor, unhappy and dangerous man. Jesus

is always simple, serenely and sublimely simple.

He does not begin by preaching any gospel, He
simply asks the man his name. And we may well

believe that the maniac's manner would be instantly

transformed. Here was a voice which sounded as

perhaps no human voice before or since has sounded
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—the quiet, gentle, affectionate tone must have

gone home with healing to the recesses of that shat-

tered mind; and here were the words of One who
spoke to him as a man speaks to his friend. Other

men had repeatedly come to bind him with their

cruel chains; who could this be who came with no
chain, but who bound him all the more firmly by
the gentle bonds of love?

Is it any wonder that in the quiet, authoritative

presence of Jesus, the maniac is transformed ? He,
who before was naked, now is clothed. He, who
before rushed with wild frenzy about the desolate

hills, now sits quietly at the feet of Jesus. He, who
before was possessed by devils, is now possessed

by the spirit of Jesus.

And such were some of us. Before Jesus laid

His gentle hand upon us and spoke to us the simple

words that reached our hearts, we too, like the

demoniac, were not only useless, but dangerous, a
menace to those who met us and passed by our
way. Our haunts were among the tombs and not

far from the swine. But there came a day when we
left the tombs and met Jesus, or rather were met
by Him, upon the shore. And then it was all so

different. We saw life with other eyes. We wan-
dered no more wildly upon the hills, among the

tombs and near the swine; but we sat down, with

rapture in our hearts, at the feet of Jesus, and we
would have wished to remain there for evermore.

D 3
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But Jesus will not have that. There is a time to

sit, with the demoniac, at the Master's feet, and
there is a time to rise and go. The story of the

Gerasene is almost more touching at the end than

at the beginning. For we are told that as Jesus

was going into the boat again^ the man whose mind
He had restored, began to entreat Him for permis-

sion to remain with Him. Nothing seemed more
reasonable. What a disciple this man would have

made I Every fresh exercise of self-control, every

sane word he uttered, would be an irresistible re-

minder of the debt he owed to Jesus ; and what more
natural than that he* should wish to be for ever

beside the great Benefactor who had transformed

his life?

Yet Jesus refused. As he earnestly besought

Jesus to be allowed to remain by Him, "Jesus suf-

ered him not, but said, ' Go.' " Why was he so

anx'-^^ . to remain, and why was Jesus so insistent

that > . should go? Some ancient writers suppose

that the man was afraid that in the absence of Jesus

the demons might return. The horrible memory
of liis madness may have haunted his mind, and he
was afraid to leave Jesus. He knew that Jesus was
stronger than the demons who had tormented him

;

and he would have been prepared to walk throtigh

any valley, however long and dark and peopled

with evil spirits, if only there was One continually

near him to whom he could say, "Thou art with
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me: Thy rod and Thy sufT, they comfort me."
For a moment, his heart may have sunk, as Jesus
uttered His first stem word, "Go."
Why did Jesus refuse the man's request ? Partly

for the world's sake and partly for the man's own.
"Go," said Jesus, "to thy house, to thine own
people, and tell them all that the Lord, in pity, hath
done for thee." The saved man has to be, in his

turn, a saviour, or at least a preacher. Anything
that he knows about Jesus, those who are dear to

him should know too. "Go to thine own people
and tell them." Upon the man who has been re-

deemed, who has passed from insanity to soundness
of mind, from lonely misery to fulness of joy, lies

the obligation to tell the story to those whom he
can influence, first to those of his own household,
and then to those beyond it ; for if a man has been
healed by the shores of the sea of Galilee, then
Decapolis has a right to know about it too. Life
upon the mountains and among the tombs is no
more possible for such an one : he must go with
his message among the men who need it. The new
power which Jesus has brought into his life is not
only for himself, but for them. Inspiration has to

be translated into action, knowledge and power
into service. The work for which he was redeemed
will not be done if he sits at Jesus' feet. So, for

the world's sake, Jesus says, "Go."
But no less for the man's sake. He has to learn
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that the power which redeemed htm can keep him,

whether the bodily presence of Jesus is near him

or not. Perhaps, like many men, he was anxiously

dependent upon a visible support to his faith ; and

the gracious Jesus, who loved him better than he

knew, deliberately sent him away, that he might

learn the true meaning of spiritual religion. "Go
and tell what the Lord hath done." The Lord was

the Lord of all the earth, and everywhere He might

be found. When Jesus entered into His boat, «nd

was lost to sight across the lake, the power which

He represented did not vanish with Him ; and Jesus

wished to bring horned to this redeemed but anxious

soul, that the divine resources were always at the

disposal of the man who trusted them—alike upon

the sea and land, upon the valleys and the hills, in

the crowded city and on the waste and desolate

place where no man is. God and His power and

His love are everywhere.

Thus it is in the loving wisdom of God that we
are sometimes called by circumstances to leave the

friends who have been the support of our religious

life. He wishes us to stand upon our own feet and

to rise to our full spiritual stature. When we
beseech Him to allow us to remain, He sometimes

sends us away in order that we may be our best and
bravest. Religion has been made real to us by some
brave, strong man, or by some sweet, pure woman

;

and we are too prone to identify it with them.

i
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Near them we can believe in God; far from them

we are afraid of ourselves. Life would be easier

with them beside us: that is why God sends us

away. An easy religion is not worth while. We
must learn that when we part from those whom we
love, or they from us^ we do not part from God.

They step into the boat, and with breaking hearts

we watch them move across the lake and pass out

of our sight for ever; but have we not the solace

of that unseen Companion who said, "Lot I am
with you alway " ?
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THE TOWER OF FAITH

"Though it tany, wait for it"

The sceptic and the prophet, widely as they

differ, are alike at least ii-. this, that they both

honestly face facts. They are both seers ; only the

one sees more, the other less. The sceptic sees the

facts at his feet; the prophet, while not blind to

these, also sets his eyes on the far-away. The
sceptic sees the confusions, and is perplexed, per-

haps provoked into sarcasm; the prophet sees the

order behind and beyond, and is comforted by it.

He knows of the mountain bet.l.id the mist. The
mist, which the sceptic sees, is a fact—as much of

a fact, while it is there, as the mountain. But it is

not the fact. The wind dissipates it; but no wind
can dissipate the mountains.

Neither sceptic nor prophet would willingly

"make his judgment blind." The prophet would
be no prophet were he to purchase his serenity by
closing his eyes to the anomalies and the tragedies

which, from time immemorial, have confirmed the

sceptic in his scepticism, and staggered the faith even

of good men. He must gaze, sorrowfully indeed,
43
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yet unflinchingly, upon it all. He may see through
it. He may see beyond it. But he has first of all

to see it, or he can be of little service to the man
whom it perplexes. This honest recognition of
fact the sceptic and the prophet share in common

;

and so it happens that the man who begins as a
sceptic may end as a prophet. He earnestly looks
at the things which have made men resentful and
rebellious; and the more earnestly he looks, the
more surely will he learn to see not those things
only, but the dawning of that larger purpose to
which these things and all things contribute.
Even the greatest prophets were sometimes per-

plexed, and they spoke to God in words of passion-
ate remonstrance. It was so with Habakkuk. The
times in which he lived were out of joint. He
looked for order, and behold I confusion. Success
seemed to be on the side of the battalions. Chal-
dean armies, strong and terrible, were scouring
Western Asia, and sweeping irresistibly into their
net the weaker peoples that stood in their way.
Judah is impotent. She, too, is caught and held
fast, grateful if the life is not crushed out of her.
As a political and religious force, she is likely to
be extinguished, and Habakkuk's heart is sore.
Almost in despair, he appeals to Israel's "holy and
everlasting God," and asks what means such an
impious triumph. Is it, after all, might and not
right, that is at the heart of things ?
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What does the prophet do? In the tumult of

his soul, he resolves to climb his tower.

"On my watch I will take my stand
And I will set me on my tower,
And I will spy out to see what He will say to me,
And what answer He will make to my complaint"

Down among the noise and confusion, he can see
nothing, hear nothing—nothing at least that

steadies and inspires him. He must reach a van-
tage point, from which he can see ; he must climb
his tower. For the seer must be above the crowd
and the confusion. He must be, like his God,
"high and lifted up." Only then can he see the
meaning and perspective of the battle below, and
watch its seeming confusions contribute to a larger
order. So he takes his stand, he sets himself. The
words imply deliberate purpose, such as that of the
soldier who plants his foot firmly in the day of
battle. It was not possible for him to keep his feet

in the field below. The crowd was seething and
shouting, lamenting and blaspheming; and he,
with it, was being swayed hither and thither.

Below, all is flux; but on his tower he can stand.
There is the vision and the peace.

It is in no sceptical mood that the prophet climbs
his tower. Watch him as he mounts with those
sorrowful eyes of his kindling with another light;
for he is quite sure that his God will have something
to show him or tell him. "I will spy out to see
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what He will say," for say something He will. He
will not leave His prophet to the gloomy doubts
of his own heart. So up he goes with confidence^
away, for the time, from the men whom he would
help below. There will always be a certain loneli-

ness about the true prophet. He must indeed be
a man among men, one who is touched to anger,
as Habakkuk was, by the oppression he sees around
him, one who can read the signs of the times, and
who is sensitive to every change on the social and
political horizon

; yet he must also know what it is

to "sit above it all; alone with the stars." There
must be in his life a, certain detachableness. He
will not see much if he is for ever rubbing shoulders
with the crowd. He must sometimes be above
them. He must be able to see what they cannot
see, and he will not see much without a tower.

Noman ever climbs and listens long and patiently

in vain. "I will spy out to see what He will say
. . . and Jehovah answered me and said, . .

."

There is a vision for the man who will climb, and
an answer for the man who knows how to wait and
prepare himself for it. As the prophet went up,

Jehovah came down. It is His delight to come
down to show something to the man who will

climb. But the man has to put himself where he
can see and hear. He must give God a chance.
He must rise above the crowd, and all the more, if

it is his ambition to be of any use to them. Every
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word heard by such a man, every vision seen from
such a tower, is of permanent value. It is a mes-
sage not only for the prophet, but also for those to
whom he ministers. Therefore it has to be written
—as Jehovah tells His prophet—written so large
and plain that no one can misread or ignore it. The
true prophet is not afraid to challenge the world
with his message. He is ready to publish it in the
market-place or proclaim it on the housetops. He
will engrave it on teblets, as Habakkuk did, or give
it the like permanence of the printed page, if need
be; for he is neither ashamed nor afraid. Such a
message deserves permanent record; for, being in-
tended to create and steady faith, it concerns every-
body. It is at once a consolation and a challenge;
a consolation to those who endure in spite of ap-
pearances, a challenge to an unbelieving world.
The ultimate issue is both clear and certain to a
true seer. He is neither afraid to trust it nor to
proclaim it.

That issue is clear, but it may be far away; and
this is the burden of the prophet's message: "The
vision is speeding on to the end; and if it tarry, wait
for it." It is a word of patience as well as of faith.
"In your patience ye shall win your souls." Once
the prophet had not only hoped, but believed, that
the great work for which he was looking would be
wrought "in your days," that is, in the days of his
own contemporaries. Some swift and marvellous
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interposition of God would come, he trusted, within
thai generation, to confound the unbelievers and
confirm the faithful. But now his impatience had
bet^n rebuked by the vision from the tower. It has
taught him that eternity is very long, and that
history is not so simple a thing as he had once
thought. Its forces are infinitely complex, and the
sharpest eyes cannot see all that will happen "in
our day." The just shall livei the right will
triumph; and that is all we know. Nay, the just
does live, and the right does already triumph in
every such honest and steadfast soul as Habakkuk.
When out of his perplexity he ascends his tower,
with the quiet confidence in his heart that God will
speak some word to him, the victory is already his.
In the world he is above the world.
That may indeed be a solitary triumph. But

every generation sees it shared by more and more;
and it is only a question of time^-or, shall we rather
say, of eternity?—till it will be shared by a great
multitude which no man can number. For that
is Habakkuk's vision: the just shall live. It is
right and not might that wins, and can alone win,
in a world created and upheld by a God who is "holy
from everlasting." How it will come and when it
will come we do not know. Habakkuk did not
know. No man knows. No man needs to know.
But that it will come is certain. It is coming every
day, most often silently and without observation,
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but Twy, very surely. If we see no trace of the
workings of God in a month, we may see it in a
year; if not in a year, we may see it in a century.
For all the ages are God's. It was this confidence
—amid much that was so bafHingly uncertain—in
the essential and ultimate triumph of good, that
sustained the prophet's soul.

"The vision is yet for the appointed time,
It IS speeding on to the end. and it wiU not deceive.
If It tarry, wait for it.

For it is sure to come, it wiU not be behind."

From the tower Habakkuk sees how the purposes of
God stretch from the seeming confusion at his feet
away into a far country. His righteousness is like
the everlasting mountains, whose outlines can be
seen a great way oflF. The vision is for the ap-
pointed time, and that time is not yet. It is in the
coming days. It may be slow, but it is sure. God
has fixed a time for it, and it will not be late. In
the prophet's words, "It will not come up after-
vardsJ' It knows its time, and if without haste,
yet also without rest, it is moving on to the end.
Every century, every year, brings it a little nearer.*
But do not lose faith or patience, if it does not come
I'm your day." The times are in the hand of God.
"Wait for it, for it is sure to come, it will not lag
behind." Upon his tower, the prophet has learnt
something of that patience which is born of seeing
things in the light of the eternal purpose. He
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began his career with impatience. He quarrelled

with the ways of God. He asked, How long 7 and
why? But that word passes when he climbs his

watch-tower and looks out with grateful awe upon
that mysterious but beneficent purpose which runs
through all the ages.

Do men not fret themselves to-day just as Habak-
kuk did, and with perhaps less than his excuse?
The Chaldeans are vexing us; and we hope and
pray that God will hasten His work and bring some
notable thing to pass in our day. There are some
who are even ready to proclaim the day when it

will come, and the <form which it will take. There
are others who, in their pathetic impatience, would
precipitate some other aspect of the divine purpose
—the coming of Christ, it may be, or the end of the

world. Now all these things are in the hand of

God. Our part is not to dogmatize or prophesy;
it is to trust that wisdom which we confess to be
infinitely above our own, and, in that trust, to w<wk
earnestly and wait patiently. God is from ever-

lasting to everlasting. His purpose is not exhausted
within the span of our little lives. It will be after

us, as it was before us. It ^as eternity for its ac-

complishment, and if it tarry, wait for it, for it is

sure to come, it will not be behind. It may indeed
lag behind our hopes, and even behind our prayers;
but the omnipotent wisdom of God will see that it

is in time. We are fretful, because we are creatures

of a day; God is patient, because He is eternal.
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"Who knoweth whether thou art not come to the kingdom
for such a time as this?"

Brilliance and heroism are not always united,
but they are in the romantic figure of Esther. Her
fitory glows with all the colour and assion of the
East

;
it reads more like romance than history. Yet

the brilliance of the colouring must not blind us to
the skill and truth with which the figures of the
book are drawn ; and of them all, none is so drawn
to the life as the lovely heroine herself.

By seeming accident she had been lifted from
obscurity to the throne ; and there, amid the security
and splendour of the court, she learns one day that
the life of her people is in deadly peril, and she
alone can save them. Mordecai sought to lay it

upon her conscience that she must go to the king
and make supplication to him for the forfeited lives
of her kinsmen. But then, as so often, duty was
dangerous, and Esther shrank from the perilous
task. " Every one knows," she says, " that the man
or woman who comes before the king unbidden
shall be put to death, unless the king hold out the
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golden sceptre." The effort to help her people by
appearing before the king might end in destroying
both herself and them ; and, at first, the beautiful

queen would not take the risk. Then Mordecai,
not to be bafHed, appealed to the heroic in her.

Her unique position gave her a unique opportunity;
let her rise to it bravely. "Who knows whether
thou art not come to the kingdom for such a time
as this?"

These words instantly lit the whole career of
Esther with a new and solemn meaning. It was,
then, not for nothing that she was queen, and it

was not an accident that had set her upon the

throne. This was the crisis to which, throughout
the brilliant, happy years, she had all unconsciously

been borne ; and now she was to prove to the world
whether she was a queen in name only or also in

deed and truth. The honour of queen she had en-

joyed; the higher honour of the heroine she had
yet to achieve. The appeal of Mordecai flashed a
light upon her destiny. In a moment she saw the
drift of the past, the meaning of the present, the
vastness of the opportunity ; and she swiftly made
up her mind. "I will go," she said. "Let all the

Jews fast for me; and, though it is against the law,

I will appear before the king; and if I perish, I

perish."

How different life might have been, if only, in

its critical moments, we had had some true friend
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to whisper into our ears, "Who knows whether

thou art not come to the kingdom for such a time as

this ? " or, failing this, if we could have spoken the

words to our own hearts. There are some of us

whose earlier years have been an uninterrupted

accumulation of happy and useful experience. The
years have been gliding smoothly along. Little

by little we have been adding to our resources—of

knowledge r- money, accomplishment or influence.

We are happy in the consciousness of power, and,

for long, nothing occurs to open our eyes to its

obligations. And then one day we are brought face

to face with a crisis. A worthy cause needs us, and

we know we can help it. If we refuse, the cause

may not indeed be lost, but it will certainly suffer

—

at least to the extent to which we could have helped

it. We know this, but we are afraid. We fear the

frown of the king or the people, we fear to imperil

our comfort or happiness, and we will not take the

risk. We love, like Esther, the seat of power; and

we are too foolish to see that power is useless until

it is used, too cowardly to take our life in our hands

and face the king. But, oh I the thrill of satisfac-

tion when the call finds us willing, as well as ready

;

when in a moment the whole meaning of our past

rushes upon us, and with high hearts we go on to

meet the crisis for which through the patient years

Providence has been preparing us.

"Thou art come to the kingdom for such a time
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days of his life. In the providence of God, that was
the crisis for which he had come to his kingdom,
and he should have bravely met it.

Or perhaps a good cause is languishing for lack

of money. Hospitals have to be built, homes for

consumptives, refuges for the unfortunate. Educa-
tional institutions have to be endowed and chairs

founded for research into the mysteries above,
around, and beneath us. The Church desires to

take tlxc healing words of Jesus Christ to the thou-
sands of people who stand without her pale, to the
remote parts of the land where the people are un-
visited by her ministers, and to the distant isles of
the sea. All this needs money. And where is the
money to come from ? Who shall say that there is

not a hundred times more than enough? Many
wealthy men have done very nobly, as numerous
philanthropic, educational, and religious institutions

have good reason to know. But why should any
such institution languish for one moment in a
society so wealthy as ours? There are men who
could build a hospital, or found a chair, or support
a foreign missionary all his days, without having
to deprive themselves of any of the luxuries, to say
nothing of the necessities of their existence. Why
then are these things not done on a far more
generous and extensive scale"? Is it not because
wealth does not always rise to a sense of its obliga-
tion? A man on a throne must show himself
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kingly; but when calls come from such needy and
noble institutions, the men who have the money
sometimes forget that they have come to their king-
dom for just such a time as this.

But perhaps there is no sphere which affords so
strong or subtle a temptation to forget the obliga-
tion of high privilege as that of education. It is not
common to find a man's intellectual resources or a
woman's accomplishments in art or music accom-
panied by a high sense of responsibility. It has
happened, for example, that after a brilliant uni-
versity course, which gave every assurance of ahappy and influential career at home, the call has

TJ^ % ^!».*Vo spend his gifts upon some distant,
needy field m India or China in the service of educal
tion or religion. The natural man may at first
resent the call. Every unconsecrated instinct risesup in regret, and perhaps rebellion. I„ such amood, the words of Mordecai come like a voice from
heaven. Has not the cultured man come to hiskingdom for just such a time as this? It is the
barren fields and the forlorn causes that need the
strongest men. The real kingdom has to Zachieved through service. The other is but thesemblance of power, this is its substance; and a

dawns when the man gratefully welcomes this crisisas one of God's best gifts to him. Now he h^W,chance to be a king indeed.
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But we must not put away this warning with the

thought that it is not for us. We are not indeed

kings or queens. We have no kingdom or throne.

We have no commanding gifts of influence or

money or culture. No I But, after all, gifts

are relative. There are great kingdoms and little

kingdoms, and the one are as real as the other.

I have not come into another man's kingdom.

I have only come into my own. But it is my
own ; and for my use of it and for my conduct in

it, I am altogether responsible. I have not much
influence, or money, or culture, but I have some

;

and with that I am bound, as much as the great

leaders of men are bound, to face without flinching

whatever crisis comes to me. Above all, if my gifts

are few, I have at least my personality. That is

mine, inalienably mine—a kingdom in which my
authority is supreme and unchallengeable. When
duty looks at me with her stern but pleading eyes,

let me never forget that I am come to my kingdom
for such a time as this. There is no one in the

universe who has just the opportunity which I

have, no one else whose situation is just the same as

mine. No one else can be brave for me. If I let

this opportunity slip, it is gone for ever. My
negligence may bring disaster or defeat upon some
worthy cause. My cowardice may involve my own
life in irreparable ruin.

Nor must we let ourselves believe that our lives
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"Me ye have not always *

Jesus is a continual surprise. You could never
guess, if you did not know, how He will reply to a
disputant, or what He will do in a dilemma. He
always does the original thing, says the unexpected
thing. His deeds and words are a source of aston-
ishment even to the disciples who know and love
Him best. Those whom they rebuke, He wel-
comes; and on those with whom they are indignant,
He bestows the loftiest and most deliberate com-
mendation. Verily His ways are not as their ways,
and perhaps still less as our ways.
No one could be long with Jesus without learning

that He loved the poor; and it is hardly surprising
that when a woman, in the wealth of her devotion,
broke a box of very precious ointment and poured
it over the head of her Lord, the disciples were
indignant and harsh. They counted her act one of
foolish extravagance and condemned it in words
which we might almost imagine were the Master's
own. "What is the good of such waste?" they
say; "for this ointment might have been sold and
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given to the poor." It would not have been hard
to believe that these were words of Jesus* own-
words of mild rebuke to the eager woman who had
forgotten how dear the poor were to Jesus. But
no I The surprise is here as everywhere. What
Jesus said was very different: "Leave her alone;
It IS a beautiful work that she has wrought upon Me
For ye have the poor with you all the time, but Me
ye have not always." Jesus has not forgotten His
love for the poor, nor has He forgotten how much
might be done with the money; but the poor might
be helped at any time, while if He was to be thus
honoured, it must be now or never. There is a time
to sell the precious ointment, and a time to break
the box and pour its treasure over the head of Jesus;and happy is he who knows these times and
seasons.

Jesus is here enunciating, in His own inimitable
way, the great truth of the relative value of oppor-
tunities. The good is not the best; and His words
suggest that the man who would do homage to the
best must be daring enough to rise above the
temptation to be merely good, or to govern his lifeby the standards even of a noble convention. Jesuscame not to be ministered unto, yet He was glad
very glad, when such spontaneous ministrations
came. Though meek and lowly. He unhesitatinirly
accepted the costliest service, and counted Himiif
worthy of the noblest that men could offer He
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loved the poor, but to Him life had other than

economic aspects; and amid the cruelty, suspicion

and misunderstanding that clouded the last of His
earthly days, He welcomed with peculiar joy the

daring generosity of this woman's heart.

The great words in which Jesus justified the

breaking of the alabaster box in His own behalf,

embody a principle which should run through all

wise life. The words were these: "The poor ye
have always with you ; but Me ye have not always."
The principle is this—that opportunities differ in

value and importance, and that wisdom consists in

reading their value aright and in selecting the one
which will not be always with us. Certain things
may be done at any time; certain other things must
be done now or never. Certain privileges may be
enjoyed at any time ; certain others, now or never.

Every life is confronted at many points with this

strange contrast—between the ordinary opportuni-
ties which come with every day, and some great
opportunity which, if not grasped at once, may
vanish for ever. The poor and Jesus ! There is

the living contrast which is symbolical of so much
in our life. The presence of the poor we can depend
on ; the pathetic commonplace is ever about us ; but
unique opportunities are not always with us. They
are rare. Sometimes they come to us but once ; and
though we should wait for a century, they would
never come again.

r
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It is very like Jesus that the opportunity which
He here commends the woman for using is an
opportunity for doing good. In breaking the box
of ointment she was taking this unique opportunity
of honouring Jesus. But the principle is as true
when its application is widened to opportunities for
receivmg good. For here, too, some opportunities
are relatively commonplace; others, like Jesus, are
unique. Some are always with us, others come but
once or seldom.

Every life, however humble, has unique oppor-
tunities of its own. The Sabbath day—do we use
it for the better things? The holiday-do we let it
bring us nearer the God of the mountains and the
sea ? The rare opportunities of travel—what do we
do with them ? Are we of those who would rather
read a newspaper than watch a brilliant sunset?
Common days and common sights will come again •

but to him that hath ears to hear, every unique
opportunity rings out the reminder, "The poor ye
have always with you, but Me ye have not always »

And if we cannot distinguish between opportunities,
we have yet much to learn from Jesus.

In its primary reference, this word of Jesus re-
ferred not to getting, but to doing good; and here,
as there, opportunities differ. It is not always easy
of course, to judge the real significance of an oppor'
tunity. A whole career has often been determined
by a choice which at the moment seemed trivial.
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At the same time, there are opportunities whose
greatness no sane man would dispute; and it would
be well for those whose iife is before them to learn
to understand and value how much is theirs and
how soon and how surely it will pass away. It is
too late to break the alabaster box when Jesus is in
His grave.

Perhaps there are few who realize the transiency
of the home. As each day runs its commonplace
round, the unspeakable privilege of living in the
most intimate communion with those whom of all
the world we love the most, is apt to be forgotten.
There may indeed be kindliness enough; but how
much more tender and affectionate it might be if

we remembered how frail are the bonds that unite
us, and how soon some of them will be broken.

It is proper and necessary that friendships be
formed outside of the family circle; for the home
does not exhaust the great world, and only in the
duties and friendships of the larger life beyond it

wn our nature be even approximately completed.
Nor can we forget that sometimes friends may be
even

"more than my brothers are to me.'

Still, the home includes the most intirr.aie and
sacred of all relationships; and there is something
almost awe-inspiring in the swiftness with which
they can be sundered. In a year or two, a month
or two, sometimes,-indeed, in a moment,—its
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seeming permanence dissolves, and the happy circle

becomes but a memory—a vision seen through
blinding tears. A man may find friends—though
perhaps not many—anywhere and at any time; but
the dear faces of the home are not with us always.
The claims of business, precession or pleasure, may
take the son to a far country ; and when he comes
back, his mother is in her grave. And then how
he wishes he had worked a good work upon her
when she was with him ! Yes 1 now he would
break his costliest alabaster box a thousand times
over for her gentle sake. But she is sleeping her
dreamless sleep, and ihe dear lips are cold.

"Me ye have not always with you.** Oh, why
do we take so long to learn a lesson so simple?
Sooner or later, every home crumbles away; but as
we gather round the table we never think of this.

Tt is well that such a thought should not haunt us
for ever, but surely it should visit us sometimes.
The brother is rough to the sister, the son is rude
to the father, the husband is a little unmindful of

the wife; and all the time they lox'e each other.
" What fools these mortals be I

*' Why should they
forget that they have not each other for ever, or
that life is too short for strife ? Marriage or busi-

ness will separate them soon enough, or death will

come with its more awful separation. And then
those who are left will yearn, in bitter sincerity, for

"the touch of a vanished hand and the sound of a
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voice that is still." But while the hand that will

vanish is still with us, shall we not do something

to lighten the burden of its toil? And while the

voice still speaks that will one day be silent, shall

we not listen to it with an almost tremulous sense

of the privilege that is ours ? Common friends we
shall find again ; but the well-beloved of our homes
we shall not have always with us. While we have

them, then, let us love them and cherish them and
work a good work upon them, before the night

cometh when we can work for them no more.
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"They stood upon their feet, an exceeding great army "

There is perhaps no passage in all the Bible which,

for weird imaginative power, surpasses Ezekiel's

Vision of Dry Bones. By means that are as simple

as simple can be, he transports us into a veritable

valley of death, and the gloom and the horror of it

enter our souls. We shall let the prophet himself

lead us into the valley, and tell us what he saw,

and how he felt, and what the vision did for him.
This is the story in his own words, with something
of their muf&ed music

:

Jehovah touched me with His mighty hand,
And bore me in the spirit to a valley.

And in the midst thereof He set me down,
And it was full of bones ; and round and round
Afnong the bones He led me. And, behold

!

Thickly they lay upon the valley's fece,

Exceedii^ many and exceeding dry.

Then thus He spake to me : "O child of man I

Can these bones live?" "O Lord," I said, "Thou knowest.
"Lifk up thy voice," He said, "and prophesy
Upon these bones, and in these words address them

:

Ye dry bones, listen to Jehovah's word.'
Thus saith Jehovah to these bones, 'Behold

I
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bones exceeding many and exceeding dry. Dry—
for it is long, long, since the warm sap of life was
about them

; and they are so shrivelled and wizened
that nothing but a miracle can ever bring the life

about them again. " Behold 1" says the prophet
sadly, casting his despondent glance upon them,
as he moves about the valley. "Behold them—
exceeding many and exceeding dry."
The awful silence is broken by a divine voice

:

is it the voice of the prophet's own questioning
heart? "Man I can these bones live?" What
shall the poor prophet say? He cannot say Yes,
and he cannot say No. He cannot say Yes; for
the true prophet is sane. He does not deceive
himself; he measures the factors with which he
has to deal, and he will not make the mistake of
under-estimating his problem. He knows that
there is little prospect for dry bones. But neither
can he say No; for with God all things are
possible. Is anything too hard for the Lord?
The wizened bones may—yes, by the omnipotent
grace of God, they may—yet become men of
flesh and blood. The prophet therefore answers
with reverent humility: "O Lord Jehovah, thou
knowest."

Then, to our surprise, instead of Jehovah Him-
self addressing the bones and rousing them to
unity and life by His word of thunder, He turns to
the prophet, and bids him pronounce the magic
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word. "Prophesy thou over the bones." The
divine and resuscitating word is to be spoken byGods human servant. "Dry Bones"-they are
thus addressed as if that were their namis-
hsten

: among those dead ones there are sUU.
It would seem, slumbering possibilities-" listen
to the word of Jehovah," the word, that is, that
falls from the lips of His prophet.
Then the word rings out across the valley with

weird and solemn echoes: "Thus saith the Urd
Jehovah to these bones, ' Behold !

' "—for what is
about to happen is marvellous—"' Behold I I will
put breath into you, and ye shall live.' " Jehovah
who breathed into the nostrils of the first man the
breath of life, is able and ready to work His ancient
wonder upon less promising subjects and on a more
splendid scale. Breath is the greatest thing, the
necessary thing, to a living man-mentioned here
first, and as God's own gift; till they get their
breath, they will be of no use. But it is imparted
last. First, the dry and wizened bones must be
clothed with aesh and sinews, and then, when they
look like human beings, they will be ready for
breath. And finally, when they stand upon their
feet, an exceeding great army, the breath of life in
their nostrils and the light of life in their eyes
then they will know "that I am Jphcah." For
those hopeless men, of whom the sapless bones are
the emblem, do not yet rightly know what manner
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of God is theirs, and how by His mi^ty power He
can revive them again.

So the prophet, believing in God, and in the

resurrection of the dead, prophesied as he was

bidden, astonished to hear the sound of his own
voice re-ech(Mng across the dismal valley, and

awaiting the result with curious expectancy. And
soon it came. There was a shaking. The mighty

word produces a movement among the bones. The
prophet's word is Jehovah's word, and they have

to listen. Then follows one of the weirdest scenes

in literature. The bones that are isc^ated and

scattered, without cohesion, move silently, mysteri-

ously, toward each other, each into its proper place,

bone fitting bone, so that now we have at least the

semblance of men. The scattered bones have at

least become skeletons. And then, with the same

silence and the same mystery,as the prophet looks,

the bones begin to be clothed with flesh and sinews

and skin, and the skeletons begin at least to look

like men. But, alas ! they are still as dead as ever,

for "breath in them was none." And, lying on

their backs there, speechless and blind and dead,

they are almost more terrible than when we first

saw them as the bones that bleached the plain.

Step by step they have advanced from being an

incoherent mass of bones to assume the comely

shape of men. But the greatest step of all has yet

to be taken, the step without which all that is yet

hi

r.
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sp«:ial eifort and another prophetic appeal.
So again "He said to me, ' Prophesy ' "; and as

It IS breath that is needed, breath must be sum-moned To the Hebrew, wind, breath, and spirit
were the same. So the prophet, who had spoken
with power to the bones, now speaks to the wind-
the wmd which must obey its Lord, the wind which
blows throughout His universe-and summons it
to come and blow upon these dead, these slain, thatthey may live. Again therefore, in faith, the pro-phet prophesies as he is bid, and the wind obeysas the bones had done. The spirit came. Its re-
freshing breezes blew, across the lifeless valley, andeach dead man got his share of it; and, as tSi felt

tl/itlV' ": "^^ ^"" '"'^^^"^ *^-''^^
rose from the ground on which they had lain pros-
trate, and stood upon their feet, silent and orderly,an army great exceedingly, exceedingly." Andthis host that has risen from the dead ifLmosVj
bonier ""nf

'^" ^"™ """^^ "'^^ '^ ™"^*»^"de ofbone^terrible now, not with death, but with life

To In Tr ""^'"^ "^"^ "P^" '^^'^ f««^ shoulderto shoulder, in marching order, these men are readyto march to their own dear land in the west,^nd
to deal mighty blows in the battles of the Lord.We are not left to guess the meaning of thevision, though that would be simple enou^ ttprophet has himself explained it for us. ThVbones
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are the nation, "the whole house of Israel"; it is

the living men who are dead. Their life is bound
up inseparably with the life of the nadon. When
she lives, they live in her; and when she dies, they
are as good as dead. The exile had extinguished
ihe national life, and the exiles, counting them-
selves as men already dead and in their graves,
deplore their fate in these words : "Our bones are
dried, our hope is lost, we are undone." But when
the prophet proclaims, in faith and courage, his
resuscitating word, the hopeless become hopeful,
and the dead arise. "I have said it, and I will do it,

saith Jehovah."

Much as this vision suggests to any man who has
the eyes to see it, it suggests most of all to the
preacher, who is the modern representative of the
prophet; for him it is full of delicate hints as to
the source of his power, the origin of his message,
the indispensableness of his service to the com-
munity.

For one thing, the preacher needs imagination.
It is his to utter the thing that he has seen

:

he cannot utter it well, strictly speaking he cannot
utter it at all, until he has seen it. He cannot show
what he has not seen. Ezekiers description of the
valley of death lays its weird spell upon our hearts,
because he had looked upon the valley with his
own eyes. He had stood within it, sorrowful and
terrified; he had heard the shaking, he had watched

I'
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with awe the creeping of the bones together, and
their marvellous investiture with flesh and sinew

:

his heart had bounded as he saw the army silently
rise to its feet. He makes us feel it all, because he
felt it; he describes the valley well, because he had
been there. So the preachet must bring to the text
he expounds or the scene he describes not only
mind, but imagination. He must learn to use his
eyes. He cannot guide another into the valley
which he has not seen himself.

Mark also how the preacher's message comes to
him by brooding over the experience of his people.
The vision whicli Ezekiel saw in the spirit was
borne in upon him as he reflected upon the hopeless
words of his broken-hearted people. "Behold,"
they say, "our bones are dried, our hope is lost, we
are undone." These words of theirs ring in his
ears, they pierce him to the heart, they haunt his
mind, they sink deep into his imagination. He
turns them "round about and round about" till at
last, when the ecstatic mood comes over him, he Ts
ushered by them into a silent valley full of the
bones of dead men. The true preacher, like the
prophet, is one who moves among the people, and
knows what they are saying : one whose ears are
sensitive to every murmur of the religious and in-
tellectual life of the time, of the social and political
life, the individual and national life, and who can
relate his ministry to that.
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The preacher, further, must be a man both of
sanity and of faith. Of sanity : for, when he looks
at the dead men before him, whom it is his duty
and his privilege to rouse into life, he will recognize
that the task is a terrible one,—he will not deceive
himself about that. A young man may be tempted
to suppose that, before theenthusiasm and eloquence
of his sermons, the strongholds of sin and indiffer-

ence will fall, as the walls of Jericho fell at the
blast of Joshua's trumpets. But the experienced
preacher knows very well that these strongholds are
not so easily overthrown. He knows that the best
he may do may elicit but little or no response.
When he asks himself if these dead men to whom
he ministers can live, he will not say that it is

impossible, but he knows that it will be infinitely

hard. No power but that of God Himself can effect

a resurrection from the dead.

But, on the other hand, it is his duty to believe
in, and, believing in, to work for, this national
resurrection. The men before him may be dead,
but they are men : they have in them the capacity
to be an exceeding great army. If he be a true
prophet of God, with any vision in his soul, and
any love for men, he will hope and believe all

things of them. It doth not yet appear vN^hat they
shall be. With the eyes of faith he will see, as he
preaches, the grim silent valley stir with life. He
will preach in the faith that the dead can be raised.

:f!'1
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He will hrar tKe rush of life, where before was the
silence of death. He will see the dead men before
him—if not all of them, yet some—stand up upon
their feet, ready to take their place, like good
soldiers of Jesus Christ, in the great army of the
Lord, to fight the eternal battle against the world,
the flesh, and the devil. He must preach and work
with this faith in the possibility of individual
recovery, of national resurrection. Otherwise, his
calling is a mockery, and his appeals are vain.
When the divine voice says to him, " Prophesy over
these dry bones, and say unto them, ' Listen,* " he
instantly and hopefully obeys.
The prophet's voice, ringing triumphantly

through the valley of the dead, reminds us of the
power of the preacher in the natir^nul life. The dead
men can indeed live again : but, under God, the
transformation is effected Ly the prophet. The
voice which calls those bones together and lifts
those dead men to their feet is a human voice—it

is none other than the voice of the preacher. It is
he, with his message, who puts hope into the hope-
less and life into the dead. How often the words
"breath" and "prophesy" occur in this passage I

What the dead men lack, as they lie there on the
plam upon their backs, looking so like living men
—what they lack is breath, that is, inspiration; and
this comes to them through the word of the prophet
or the preacher. He may have to speak, like
Ezekiel, twice, or he may have to speak a hundred
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times; but it is when he prophesies as he is com-
rnanded that there is at length a shaking among
he bones. It is then that they stand upon their

leet, an exceeding great army.
It would be almost impossible to exaggerate the

importance of the true preacher in the national life.He IS the man with the breath of another life within
him, with the light of another life in his eyes.
Whoever else is alive in this valley of death, he at
any rate must be alive. He must possess the word
of power. He must remind the people of the things
they are forgetting. When by the rivers of Baby-
Ion they sit down disconsolate and weep, he must
put them again in mind of Jerusalem. When they
are allowing the business of Babylon-the pursuit
of wealth or pleasure or honour—to dry up their
affection for God and for the things of their deeper
life, then it is for the prophet to stand forth, and
speak his trumpet word across the valley, and
recall his people, his Church, or his nation, to the
things they have forsaken or forgotten.

If the preacher prophesies, like Ezekiel, as he is
commanded, preaches with fervour and imagination
and affection the gospel he is commissioned to
preach, there will assuredly be a shaking among
the bones, and one here and another there will leap
to his feet to fight for the Lord. More than upon
any one else does the revival of national life depend
upon the preacher. It is he, under God, who
speaks the word that raises a people from the dead.
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"He foUoweth not with tu*

A STRANGELY pathetic interest attaches to a great
disciple when we find him making a great mistake.
For even loyal disriples are not infallible. Some-
times they seriously misrepresent the mind of Jesus,
and have to be brought back to wisdom by the stern
way of rebuke. Such a rebuke was once adminis-
tered to John the beloved. And it was very neces-
sary, for he had been betrayed by his zeal into a
great error. He had misread the large charity of
Jesus. He had taken it upon him to rebuke one
who had been doing beneficent work in the name of
Jesus; and Jesus had been constrained to rebuke
him in the memorable words, "Forbid him not."

The attitude of John is remarkable ; more remark-
able still is the reason for that attitude. "Master,
we saw one casting out devils in Thy name; and
we forbade him, because he lolloweth not with us."
One would have supposed that John might well
have felt sure of this man, for he had given two in-

dubitable proofs of being on the side of Jesus. He
was casting out devils—and was not that part of the

87
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very work which Jesus had commissioned His dis-

n!^
*"' :""** '• ^*» ^^'"^ *his in Jesus^name, proving thereby that he was a believer in thepower of that name and a disciple at heart; for. as

tZ "!?:rT '°"'** ^** * ""'S^'y ^0'^ in Hisname and thereafter lightly revile Him. But John.wuhsubhme indifference to these conclusive marki
of d,sc,plesh,p. condemns and forbids him for no
better reason than that "he followeth not with us."We would say .t was amazing if we did not know
that itwas the way of the human heart always. It
IS indeed the commonplace of Church history. We
forbade him. because he followeth not with us.
Apparently, then, it is possible for those who love

Jesus dearly to misunderstand Him seriously, and
to hamper the work of others who are serving Himwith as much zeal as themselves and with more
intelhgence; for we cannot help feeling that the

John s foohsh rebuke, had an instinctive penetration
into the essential conditions of discipleship farsupenor to John's own. For John's mea^sure o^J dis-
cipleship was. at any rate for the moment, a purely
external one-he followeth not with us_whereas
th.s man felt that the true disciple is one who does

with us or not ,s a matter of the most utter indif.
ference Of course there were reasons at that timewhy John should have so completely, though ml
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takenly, identified the cause of his Master with that

of His little disciple band; all the same, there is

struck here the first note of that well-intentioned

arrogance which has seldom been wanting in the

history of the Church. It has too often seemed to

the powers that be that because some one "followeth

not with us," does not share their opinions or

endorse their methods, he is necessarily wrong, and
must therefore be denounced, censured, or excom-
municated, as the temper of the age suggests;

whereas all the time it may be he that is right and
they that are wrong. He may be, by his actions or
words, interpreting the spirit of his Master far more
profoundly than they; and they may need the

solemn rebuke, "Forbid him not."

In this spirit which is ever ready to rebuke uncon-
ventional service, there is something not altogether

to be despised, for it is animated by jealousy for the

honour of the Lord. Nevertheless, it is one of the
most hateful sins of which a disciple of Christ can
be guilty. For in insisting upon external standards,

it displays a lack of insight into the real conditions

of service; in rebuking a man who is doing the
work of Jesus in the name of Jesus it displays an
utter lack of charity as well as of intelligence ; and
in hampering the work of a sincere, devoted and
intelligent servant, it is injuring the work of Christ
Himself, and retarding the progress of the world.
What is the condition of discipleship ? Surely

!-
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°"«^^*

whether h« f II .
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y or the Church for thwarting the unconven-
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tional service of some fellow-discipl»—"he followeth

not with us." Is he any the worse for that ? For
again, let us ask,- who are we? Necessarily but a
fraction of the great Church of Christ, and no more
infallible than any other fraction. For it puts a con-
siderable strain upon our credulity to suppose that

any group of mortal men has a monopoly of divine

truth. Therefore our standards of juc^g^ent are

necessarily limited, and may even be false, as

John's were. The truculent and peremptory pro-

hibition by which we think to do Christ honour,
may be answered by Him with a rebuke. And
when we shut out of our fellowship a man who is

doing gracious and helpful work in the name of

Jesus, the loss is rather ours than his. It is he and
not we who represents the true Church; and no
excommunication of ours can really deprive him of

that "cheerful liberty of heart" which belongs to

the brave and sincere. But he is vexed, though
scarcely surprised, to find that so many who have
ranged themselves under the banner of Christ have
forgotten that where the spirit of the Lord is, there

is liberty.

The Church, as President Rush Rhees once said,

has often shown herself strangely "inhospitable to

unfamiliar truth." Too often has her motto been,

"We forbade him." Christ was brought to His
Cross by the chief priests, the scribes and the

elders; that is, by the officials of the Church of His
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unpatotable, and they "forbade" Him by^li„!

ChC^h ifeLr
-" ™"."*''»8-is fte Ch4,ia„

aevus in Chnst's name. It was th» rh... t •.
compelled GalUeo todeny .L:^^;^^^^^^
the last three centuries the Church has deliberatelyconaemned an attitude which the advance o .3has later compelled her to tolerate, if „« .„ aZ,There is a bloody trail across the aee^trallT^hl
nnocen. bl«d of those who were sS^yle J'fconstituted defender^ of the faith. The «r«cu^were by no means always bad men.Th^wtSoften only conventional men, of scrupulousTut J"enhghtened conscientiousness, who could «,. appr^«ate a nobler and more d«ing iype of service th^the,r own

,
and their weapons we^the fagg« anS*e thumbscrew, and the rack, and the bSfand

'

rh^rnt:: "orrer-*"^
''-*^

""-«»

C

.h7^„° r**""" t'
P^'^c-'ion have changed, butthe sptnt .s ever the sam^the spirit which in oZ

not do so to.day because of the brave stand fo"

hfn
t' ^' '"'"'* h™ -•

" and Jesus said : "Forb.d h,m not." The spirit of Jesus is slowly wo^
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ingf and there are signs that the day is perhaps not

so very far distant when men who are casting out

devils in His name will be free to do their work

serenely, none either daring or desiring to make
them afraid. Then the true Church union will be

consummated; for then men will be more eager to

welcome than to forbid, more ready to accentuate

the glorious hopes they share in common than the

relatively trivial speculations which divide them.

They will care more for the per ~n of Christ than

for a particular view of His peu n, and more for

truth than for a specific formulation of it. So long

as we refuse to welcome other disciples >>f Christ

—

be they men or churches—simply because they "fol-

low not with us," we shall have to remain in an

isolation that is anything but splendid—the poorer

for the lack of the resources and stimulus which

they might bring us. When we recognize the rela-

tive unimportance of the things which separate us,

and what R^ville has called "the inanity of all

these discussion.*; in matters which exceed the

capacity of our intelligence," then will be seen the

folly of saying, "We forbade him, because he fol-

loweth not with us ;
" and such a whisper will not be

heard in all the land.

The devils are legion ; and all who are striving

to cast them out are the friends of Jesus. Where-
ever there is a man doing what in him lies, in the

spirit of Jesus, to check political corruption or

I
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ONE HAVING AUTHORITY

"He taught them as one having authority *

Jesus was a teacher, and His teaching astonished
those whom He taught. In the literal sense, it was
ex ra-ordinary; that is, it did not find its place
within the ordinary. It belonged to another order
ahogether. There were then, as there are to^y.
two ways of teaching-the way of Jesus, and theway of the scribes. The way of Jesus astonished
everybody; the way of the scribes astonished
nobody, except, perhaps, Jesus-for must He notmany a time have listened with sad, if not angry
wonder to their lifeless exposition of the living
<»acles of His God?
Between Him and the teachers of His time there

was a great gulf fixed-in method, in influence, in
eveorthtng Almost the only thing that, as
teachers, they had in common, was that they used
the same text-book, and that only threw into the
more glaring light the contrast between the fresh-
ness, the freedom, the power, the originality, of the
one, and the literalism, the conventionality, the
barrenness, of the other. The stupidest person inH

97
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the synagogues could not fail to see the difiference.
Jesus spoke as one having authority; they spoke
as men who had none. His words carried convic-
tion; their words carried none. His speech smote
the heart and conscience; theirs got no farther than
the head, and produced litUe eflfect even there. You
could not listen to Jesus without being interested,
arrested. You might be provoked, but you could
not be indifferent. You could not leave the syna.
gogue the same man as you entered; you would be
another—worse, if not better.

There is an infinite pathos in this simple contrast
between the teachingr of Jesus and that of the
scribes. His words had the ring of authority, and
the people instinctively felt that that was not how
their scribes spoke. The professional teachers
lacked that note of authority without which all
teaching is a mockery, not to say a crime. For is
it not a crime to attempt to command the heart and
conscience of another by the presentation of a truth
H* xh does not command and inspire our own ?
With Jesus, teaching was a matter of life and deaUi

;

with the scribes it was a matter of profession. They
looked upon the surface of the Old Testament
Christ looked into its heart. And is it any wonder
that the people were astonished? As some one
has said, Jesus spoke with authority, tiiey spoke
by authority. They quoted their rabbis; Jesus
quoted nobody, because the evidence of the truth
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was in His heart, and the zeal for it consumed
Him.

The hungry souls know very well whether they
are being fed or not. Their teachers may array
themselves in professional robes, they may give
themselves professional airs, they may learnedly
discuss religious difficulties, and show themselves
conversant with the history of opinion, but to the
soul that IS starving for a word from God these
things are nothing but a cruel delusion. The real
question is. Can the teacher speak with authority?
Do his words pierce and burn ? Do they find me ?
The scribes were those whose words should have
been able to do that, for it was their business to
meditate on God's law day and night. Yet the
people are startled when they hear a voice speaking
with authority, for their own scribes, they felt, had
none. The surprise of the audience at the fresh and
authoritative message of Jesus is a painful comment
on the inefficiency of the conventional teaching, and
a sad reminder of the dangers of professionalism.
The greatest Teacher does not belong to the ranks
of the professionals at all. He takes His lonely
place over against them, and has to wage with them
a ceaseless warfare, which only ends when they
bring Him to His Cross-for that was His earthly
reward for teaching with authority. The common
people heard Him gladly, but the professional
teachers gnashed their teeth, and vowed that they

t
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Zm ?L"°"'
**' ***'• ™*" °' "» ^•^^hlng. They

Ignored the.r appeals to the learned rabbis, and

The great teacher is always rare. When hecon,«i, we recognize him, not only as one who

TbtTatTt"' '"k'
•* ^"^ ^^^ •« "o^ - ^e

s^i^;'^„ ' "!^ *" ***°^ °*^«' **^hers whose

h^Jl M^'"f
^"** "•"''^^^ opportunities shouldhave enabled them to edify and astonis' the peoolemore than he. Clearly, there is more than leaTng

srt^s:::;;? ^^^-^^-^-^^-ret

„Jff* f'''"^^r"'
"'^^"^' ""^ ^^'"o^* the one thing

Imv if- .r ' "^"^ *" elementary demand; inreahty ,t .s the greatest of all demands. There are

beheves, and the only speech which strikes homeand leaves .ts mark upon anou^r soul is the sp^hof profound and passionate conviction. Manismore than mind, and belief is more than a thing
mtellectual. The teacher who covets earnestly h!

h^^' ""T^^
''"^. *^' ""^««^«ding, but with the

heart. He utters it, not as a proposition he can
prove, but as a truth that has set his heart on fire
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The impression lie malces lies deeper than his
words

; it is the magnetism of the man—the inherent,
transparent power of his messaj;©, and not the logic
of his words—that carries conviction. The truth
glows in his face, shines from his eyes. It does not
so much belong to him as he belongs to it. It is

not he that speaks, but a spirit that is speaking in
him. He is not his own ; he is urged on by an irre-

sistible impulse to tell the thing he knows and lives
by. He has mastered the truth, but the truth has
also mastered him. He is the ambassador of the
highest, and that is why he is lord, and why he can
speak as one having authority.

To speak as one having authority, you must
really have it, otherwise you are not wonderful, but
ridiculous. And to have the authority, you must
qualify yourself by the severest discipline of mind
and heart. You cannot hope to speak with author-
ity unless you meditate day and night. No man
has the right to commend to other men his undi-
gested thoughts. But besides knowing the truth,
we must feel absolutely sure of it. We must be
fully persuaded in our own minds. Half convic-
tions will not do. We cannot effectively transfer
to another mind a truth that does not possess and
govern our own. Nothing but soul can reach soul.
Our belief must be a faith, an enthusiasm, a pas-
sion, and it must be uttered without regard to conse-
quences. The spealser must think of nothing but

i.i
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W«». If he ihinia of what be himtelf b«t to «in« to« by p«ctaiml„g r^ hi. .urtorily vnlrteT-

?.Z 1? '^"'**^ °" "• "" " •'"o"(f the
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HU-^K ^ "^ "" '"'^"" «»>»ciou«,e« of beingHis .mb«5,dor., .„d they could .pedc .heir br.«
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And the words of such men, though they bed«p„«l .„d ejected, .never f.il to asto^isl! %r^phets are never k> numerous that the people get

are, but thete » only one Jesus. And His true dis-cples .,, known by the possession of th« fearle^and or.^-„., .pint ,h.t was in Him. "wC^^y
beheld the boldness of Peter and John," T^'
hat they had been with J«,u,." The«,l, „o^
have caught H.s note of authority. Queen Eliza-
beth s ambassador said of John Knox" p^ehing,The voice of h,m stirred me more than five hu„dred .rumpets." Such a man may be wel^meS,or he may be rejected, but he cannot be mistakenAnywhere he is head and sl.oulders stole 'te
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people. He believes the truth with hJt soul, he
utters it with tongue of fire, and he would die

for it.

And the truth which he believes and passionately

utters must be truth by which a man can live.

It is one thing to believe that two and two make
four; it is another thing to believe that Jesus Christ

rose from the dead. The latter belief will change
my world for me, and the world of any other man
whom I can persuade to accept it. But there is

much so-called religious teaching that does not deal

with the deepest things. It may tell us of the

flowers and trees of Palestine, oi the scenery upon
which Christ daily looked from His Galilean home,
of the manners and customs of those to whom He
ministered, of the literary structure of the sacred
books which He read. It is well to know these

things; the more of them we know the better. But
that is not religious teaching, and if the teacher does
no more than that for us, he does nothing. It is

not enough to tell us the pattern of the hem of

Christ's garment. He must touch it, and he must
speak to us with the glad enthusiasm of one who
has been healed by the touch. He must wake in

our hearts the dreams, the imaginations, the visions,

the faiths, which throb and glow in the hearts of

the men who wrote the Bible. Let him, by all

means, do all he can to bring back that bygone
world, and restore to us its ancient life ; but let htm

Mlil
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"o. forge, ,he mo« living ,hi„g of lUi-A. ».l.of the men whose word, he studies, and the might,niKsages that came to them f™m their God.
Nobody will spealr with any permanent authoritywho does not deal with the highest things, hto

Zf r« •« 'taeO at the conscience a^nd Zh«.r, It was not by remarlts on Palestinian topo-g«phy or archaeology that Paul ra«le Felix tremb^

hill, His parables in the synagogues, is a dinM
appeal to d,e mo™, and religiou! natu; ^^no irrelevancy, no trifling, in the epistle, of Paul.There all is deadly eaniest. The truth which2
«lh h"^ ''""V'

'"* """8^'™* which w«ach the heart of the hearer because i, rises out of

tvery man, in his measure, must be able to chal-<enge his audience with an "I say unto you" hI

r^g and ft
"""^ "" ""*' """ »'«' "<'
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THE LORD UPON HIS THRONE

"I saw the Lord sitting upon a throne"

Assuredly one of the greatest scenes in the Bible

or out of it is he inaugural vision of the prophet

Isaiah. In words that are few and altogether

simple, it leads us into mysterious presences, and he

would be dull indeed whose soul caught nothing

of the solemn grandeur of it all. Indeed, so grand

is it that we are tempted to put it away from us as

an experience altogether unique—a vision which

Isaiah, the son of Amoz, saw, but not such as we
ourselves might see. A closer study of it, however,

will serve to disabuse our minds of this idea; for,

though the form of the vision was determined by

Isaiah's experience, and the account of it is stamped

with the dignity of his royal soul, in all that is

essential that vision may be appropriated by any

man to-day, who brings to the consideration of his

life-work the same self-knowledge, sincerity, and

devotion.

Isaiah was a young man—hardly over twenty-

five, if indeed as old. He had lived through half

of the brilliant reign of Uzziah, when both Judah
107
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«th.r had seen smee the time of David. But eyes

Z^ir^ corruption of Israel had alreadybeen exposed-stemly by Amos, and with a mor^passionate tenderness by Hosea furtr
be .„, was not n,uch^:^^LT.Z:Zhome was "among a people of unclean lips." He"ay have known the work of those two prophe"!

IH-ndered over them; and, with the eai™
*'

„fyouth, he resolved to dedicate his life .om! .
and his God. ' ''°""''5'

The inaugural visioli shows what a power relirionmust already have had over this man^lUstSZ
terms of the temple worship. I. „„ ^mth"temple court that he saw the vision , and the s^Jrf*e seraph m was doubtless suggest'ed t! Wm^^^^song, he had frequenUy heard in the temple Itwas no accident that the vision of Jehovah^me toh.m ,n the temple. Often, perha^, he had wis^

wa ch'trlhr
"""•"""• ""•^"'"^ « *^"

»

watch for the mornrag. Had the heart of thisyoung man not already been at home with though

seen Him upon His throne "in the ve., .h«
king Uaiah died." ^ ""'

The vision of Ijaiah vas a vision of God_of
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God upon His throne. " In the year of the death

of the king Uzziah, I saw the Lord sitting upon a
throne, high and lifted up " above the chances and
changes of earthly things. Earthly kings might
pass away, their thrones might totter and fall ; but
that soul must be steady that, through all the con-

fusions, sees and believes in the heavenly King,
who is immortal, and the heavenly throne, which
no storm can shake, but which standeth fast for

ever. For the God whom Isaiah saw was a God of

indescribable glory. The prophet, though he is a
iiuprerae master of the literary art, saw things which
it was not possible for him to utter. He describes

for us the seraphim in a few mysterious but sug-
gestive words. But the Lord whom he saw is too

great for description, too glorious even to look

upon. The eyes of the prophet are cast down in

humility. He will not lift them up to the glorious

face; he sees nothing of Him but the majestic

sweep of His radiant garments. And the great

Lord is surrounded by beings who praise and serve

Him—^praise Him out of lips that are not unclean,

and serve Him not only in the temple but in any
part of the universe where their service is needed;
for, with those nimble wings, they are ready, like

Isaiah after his consecration, to fly wherever their

Lord sends them. The song they sing is a song of

the eternal world. One choir lifts up its voice with

its
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"Holy, holy, holy is Jehovah of host* ;'^

and the other responds—

"The whole earth ia fall of His glo^

»

Mi5 kingdom may come,- but the eyes of those mvs-.enous servants round about the throne see^y"^d

wor^whe- H ^'"* ""«' '° ""' «'™'"

crxs; z:."
^"'"^ '''"°"'<' "" »»

;-.essand<,u,e.rar:;rrrt^e:n2
*e opposmon of men-the vision of the Lord u«nH.S throne, surrounds by an atmosphere of pr^s^

But when a wealt and sinful man looks upon soglonous a God, his first impulse is to startS ^
vvoe IS me, for I am undone." "Whn am t *». *

I should ffo?" Th^ 1

wno am I that

<;;n of i
^ weakness, and above all. thesm of the man, prostrates him.

"P«° «v«y evU word I had sooken nn.-And every evil thought 1 1^^ %2 V*"*^*»
And :::^ evil ^lUeJ^J^""*''* °^ »^<J.

Awoke and cried. 'Thi, q„est1, „ot for thee '"

Before the blazing glory man can only hide h'cface, thankful if it does not consume him' The^
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of service is preceded by a holy terror in all pro-
founder souls, who know their own sinfulness, and
who, with that knowledge, have looked upon the
holy King, whose glory fills the whole earth . It is

strange, and yet it is not strange, that the great
prophets shrank at first in terror from their task. A
too great readiness to plunge into the awful work
is a sure sign of a shallow soul—of a soul that has
not measured its own weakness, the greatness of its

task, or the majesty of its God.
But the feeling of prostration, though the first, is

not the last. With their wings the shining minis-
ters of God were ready to fly to any soul that needed
help; and who more needy than the prostrate pro-
phet, who has it in him to do great things, but who
is overwhelmed by the consciousness of his own
sin ? So one of the seraphim flew, and with a glow-
ing stone from off the altar touched the impure lips

—those lips by which the preacher expresses his

heart, and which must needs be clean—and said,

"Thy sin is passed away." In other words, the
prophet feels that the God whose glory has blinded
and prostrated him, is also the Lord of hosts, who is

prepared to equip him ; and the first essential in his

equipment is his forgiveness. When he is forgiven,
when his lips are pure—then, and not till then, can
he go forth to preach with power and confidence.

It is after he is forgiven that he hears the call.
" He touched my lips and then I heard the voice of
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hear God. NowX'h. """ '" "«" »''«'

.o go whe^rr ifir,z^^ *"•*"-
"rs, he heart the voice of ihT.i

"""opped

upon Hi, .hTO„e3„i ?;!!?"'""'*"''"«>»«
'on.,. "Whon, ,hr"«„" T^^r^-r^"s?" It is lili. ,(,.!. ,* *''° "" 8o for

»y n^ *^nt.'c;':hth'Ce::Lrj'r

» i^urc spirit now eniovs wi^h r^^ :-. •

-^ho»pSHir ir !
*"'" °' •"» O"*™

he had h'HoJe Brie«
"*"' *°""« ""»"

iwo Hebrew worS t? k ' ^ ""^"^ '^"" '»

»- of i^7:^t^^r^^ "P *« «b«.i«»-

Mark that ho • ' "**^^ ™^' s«nd me."

Heca;tt,^ra.ra,rr^-::rr„

field of «rvic, and tha. He wi™l^"„'t
""'

»ome audible word which will l^"^ "h

'' °"
est. But is thai H!. .. ! ^ °" *'"'"' «t

He did notyXtt:!,"^,''^:^,.^* "»'
."Isaiah, co™. hither, , sT.l "L^" ^eT'» a genera, cry, thrown out. a, it we^^. ae^Z
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world-"Who will go? " and it is for the man who
has seen the vision and felt the impulse to service
rise in his heart, to say for himself, "Behold me,
send me." The world is very needy. It is crying
with a thousand voices. In the homeland and in
heathen lands across the sea, all down the centuries,
all through our little lives, the divine cry is ringing,
"Who will go for us ? » God respects us too much
to compel us. He will not force us to go. But
where the need is so great, and the cry is so plain,
let no man wait for any clearer call ; let him respond
at once in the simple, surrendering words of this
great prophet, "Behold me, send me."
One who has seen the vision of God upon His

throne, and who has spoken these words of ready
service, goes forward with high hopes to his great
task. He is borne out to the stormy sea of service
upon the high tides of enthusiasm. If he be a
young man, he expects, as a rule, that the vision he
has to declare will be so compelling that men will
feel constrained to yield themselves up to the power
and the glory of it as he himself has yielded. But
he has not travelled far till he is disillusioned. In
very stern words, Isaiah is warned in his vision, at
the very outset of his ministry, of what is certain
to happen. Some hearts will of course be won ; the
vision and the word will compel them as they com-
pelled him. But there are many that will reject the
best and the bravest that we can do. It is no easy
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nutter to convince .nd convert . people of uncleanIips-a people who are enjoying, as Judah then did,and as we are doing to^y, the dangerous fruits of
« ong material prosperity. The pi^het mw th«
calamity would have to come; the laTwou" h.^

t^morh u"f*'°'***^'»*"~»- Till then,

«ew whh h
^''^^"^' •"** '^' '^^ '"»"«•' theygrew with his message, the blinder would their evMbecome, the "fatter " and the harder their ht;;;""

manJcTtT'T ""** ^'"PPO'^^^ent, the trueman of God. like this great prophet of old will

nave a«en the King, the Lord of hosts, and that

IS done. The consummation may be far away, buthe know, that it is ,u„. Above .11 d,e disUl^^.
of «pe„e„ce, and the complexities of histonr, the

u^ lit T" T" "" *"«• "«" """liftedup and one day the whole earth will be so unmis.
Ukabjy^full of His glory that all flesh shall ^^t
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"Before 1 fonned thee in the womN I knew thee"

It is a great thing for a man to believe that he
IS where God means him to be; but it is a greater
thing for h,m to believe that, in order to put him
where he .s, God has been shaping all his past, and
that He was even thinking of him and planning forh.m be ore he was born. Such was the feeling with
which Jerem,ah entered upon his great career, and
It IS this that explains his life-Iong fidelity to his
mission, continually assailed as he was by warrin«
without and fears within. It was not only the senle
that God was with him. but that, even before his
birth, he had been in the mind of God. A great
work had to be done in the world, and there wm no
one to do it

: a great word had to be spoken, and
there was no one to speak it. And so God had as
It were, to create a special man : He needed a
Jeremiah, and He made him. For his father He
chose a priest. He set him in a family in which,
from his birth, he would be in touch with the finer
traditions of Israel. He gave him a home in the
country, yet near enough the capital to become

I17
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acquainted with its complex life. He led him gently
along his early days and brought him to one solemn
moment in which, despite much misgiving, he felt

sure that he himself was the man divinely destined
to proclaim the truth to his careless countrymen.
What a conviction this for a young man to reach,

that he is the man called by destiny to the sublimest
task to which any human being can be called—the
task of uplifting the moral life of his generation I

And what a moment it must have been, when this
conviction was borne in upon him ! How did he
reach it ? Doubtless there was something mysteri-
ous about the experience in which the conviction
came to him. He saw a Hand, and the Hand
seemed to touch his mouth. It was a mighty
Hand. He felt its power upon his lips. It was the
Hand of his God, whose form he does not describe
any more than does Isaiah, but doubtless to him, in

the moment, it was very real.

We must remember, however, that such a vision
comes only to the man who is worthy of it, and, in

a measure, prepared for it. Jeremiah, like Isaiah
at his call, was a young man—he cannot have been
over twenty-five, if as much ; but so thoughtful and
tender-hearted a man must have often brooded over
the sins and the follies of his people. To such a
people somebody must speak for God; and there
gathers within him half unconsciously the feeling
that his is the voice that must be lifted up—that he
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is the man ; till, in one sublime moment, the whole
wonderful meaning of his career—his birth, his
youth, his special and pecu'iar experiences—is
flashed upon him. He sf :s ihac God had been
thinking of him, caring or him, pr^v^ring for
him, before he was born. C!;arly, if the past and
present have any meaning at ail, he is God's
marked man. No human life is hidden from God.

My frame was not hidden from Thee,
When I was made in secret,

And curiously wrought in the lowest parts of the earth.

But this is peculiarly true of men who have a
mighty work to do; and there is no thought which
a man can take with him into his life-work that can
steady and strengthen him like that. Paul had it

too—he felt that God had separated him from his

mother's womb ; and though he never speaks of it

again, any more than does Jeremiah, it must have
been one of the most powerful influences in his
career.

The sense that our past has been deliberately

shaped by divine fingers, that God has not only
put us where we are, but made us what we are-
securing for us privileges and opportunities of birth

and education, putting us through special experi-
ences and disciplines, bringing us within the circle

of certain friendships and affections, not only watch-
ing but moulding the events of our lives, and
bringing us, to our astonishment, face to face with

Ir' ' J
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a situation in which we are compelled to acknow-
iedge that He is confronting us Himself : that is the
greatest moment of our lives, when all this comes
home to us. It fills us with awe; we are sure that
we are in a mysterious Presence, and that the grasp
of a divine Hand is upon us. It is indeed a great
and awful moment; for then it is possible for us
to make the great refusal, "I will not go, I cannot
speak; for I am but a child."

Is it not strange that it is just when Jeremiah
IS most completely overwhelmed by the feeling that
he .s predestined by God for a great work, that he
feels most acutely his own incapacity? His past
career and his present consciousness unite in telling
h.m that he has been set apart from common men
and common work to be a unique man. and to doa special work; but this feeling, instead of exalting
h.m depresses him. He has not the steady soul ofan Isaiah, whose eyes had seen the King. He is
too conscious of his own weakness and of the power
of the oi^oosition to say, "Here am I, send me."O Lord Jehovah," he says, "I do not know how
to speak. He thinks of the frowning faces that
will listen to his unwelcome message; thinks, per-
haps of the cruel voices that will clamour for his
blood. He thinks, above all, of his own youth and
mexpenence. How shall he plead for God before
men so much older than himself-masters of all the
arts of worldly wisdom ? His heart sinks as he

1
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looks at it all, as he thinks of exchanging his quiet

present for a future full of menace, disappointment
and defeat.

It is often the greatest who hesitate. To shrink
is at least to show that we have measured the mag-
nitude of the task and the slenderness of our own
resources. But the man who has heard the voice must
obey it, unless he is prepared to see his future filled

with desolation and remorse. There is a humility
which is perhaps even more disastrous than pride.

The proud man injures himself; the man who, in

mistaken humility, makes the great refusal, injures

the world by depriving it of the service he is fitted

to render. Think for a moment of the incompar-
able loss to the world had Jeremiah finally yielded

to the voice that spoke within him. His sense of

weakness was, after all, a high qualification ; it gave
him sympathy with men, and it threw him back
upon God. In some important directions Jere-

miah's contribution to the religion of Israel is pro-

founder than that of any other Hebrew, and there

is no Old Testament character who is such a mar-
vellous prototype of Jesus. And all this would
have been lost to the world, had he listened to the

voice that pled so plausibly for keeping aloof from
the public life of his time.

Besides, in his humility, Jeremiah greatly under-
estimated the wonderful powers with which God
had equipped him for his task. Sincerely enough
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he said, "I speak.

men

cannot

there was no man in all Israel, and fev
history, who could speak like Jeremiah. He is one
of the great poets of the world, as many a touching
elegy very clearly proves; and. even as a public
speaker, he must have been a very striking figure,
and produced the most profound impression.
The brave resolution to help his age which rises

in Jeremiah's heart is crippled in two ways—by his
mexperience and by his fear. He is afraid as he
thmks of their faces-those hard, unsympathetic,
cruel faces. The reassurance, "Be not afraid,"
gives us a glimpse into the prophet's timidity. He
the tenderest of Israel's prophets, with a heart as
simple as a child's and as tender as a woman's, will
have to face an opposition stern and unscrupulous,
a persecution cunning and relentless. Every new
audience he faces would be another appeal to bis
native timidity; but every such crisis would bring
him a fresh reassurance of the divine presence, a
clear echo of the voice that he h&d heard on the day
of his call. "Be not afraid, for I am with thee."
The whole career of Jeremiah is a proof that this

divine promise had been kept. In his own strength
he could never have faced the fearful odds that were
arrayed against him. Look at him as he calmly
stands before a howling mob that demands his
execution. At such a moment he is, indeed, in his
own words, firm as a brazen wall against the whole

I'
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land—kings and priests and people. Why is he,

the timid and the tender prophet, so calm amid
these cruel shouts? Is it not because his God is

with him, as He promised to be? With Jeremiah,

as with Paul, power was made perfect in weakness.

Each of these great men had to contend with serious

natural disadvantages: their intrepid careers are

proof abundant that the power which they displayed

was not their own, but that their work was done in

the strength of Him whom they served. Of them-
selves they were weak; but the grace of Another
was sufficient for them, and the power of Another
rested upon them.

Those who have been led to feel in some solemn
hour that the hand of God has shaped their past

and that the voice of God is calling them, may go
forward with quiet and fearless hearts to the work
that is theirs to do, strong in the assurance that

the God who called them will also sustain them.
In no conflict or crisis will they ever be alone, but
evermore they will be beset behind and before by
the most high God.

m
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"They shall beat their spears into pruning-hooks"

Spears and pruning-hooks—what have they to do
with each other? The one suggests cruelty; the

other peace. The one calls up visions of bloody
battlefields strewn with the corpses of men; the

other, of hills with terraced slopes of vines. The
soldier and the vine-dresser, the vintage of the

grape and the awful vintage of blood—do these

things not lie at opposite poles of the world?
Perhaps; and yet they lie very close to each other
too. The spear which slays the man is not so very
unlike the instrument which prunes the vine; and
it shall come to pass in the litter days, says a
great prophet, that the one shall be turned into the

other.

It is a great vision this that the prophet sees—of

a world transformed by religion and common sense.
The nations which are now ready to fly at each
other's throats, v/ill one day, he sees, be willing
to take their cases to Zior. for arbitration ; as we
should say to-day, they will submit them to Jesus,
to have them decided by the principles of justice
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and humanity, which are identified with Him more
than with any other force in the world. And then,
so reasonable and satisfactory will the decision be,

that they will fling away their weapons of war, for

which they have now no more use, and men will be
brothers the world over.

Yet, that is not exactly what the prophet sees.

The nations do not fling away their weapons, nor
do they destroy them; they transform them—by
beating them into pruning-hooks. For every
weapon of war there will be a use, even in the
era of peace. The swords will not be shivered,

they will be turned into ploughshares; the
spears will not be snapped, they will be fashioned
into pruning-hooks. The instruments which deso-
lated the world, and filled it with blood and
horror, are not to disappear; they are to be
turned into instruments which will make it fair

and fruitful—a very house of God and gate of
heaven. It is not enough that men learn war no
more, they must go on to learn the higher arts of
peace. The ideal life or society does not consist
in negations; it deals with its material in a con-
structive and transforming spirit. It delights to
see the pruning-hook in the spear, and it hastens
to transform the one into the other.

"Their spears into pruning-hooks." Here is an
immortal rebuke to the spirit of waste. There may
indeed be some things which it would be well to
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banish from the face of the earth ; but there are not
many. Most things are capable of transformation,
and were meant in the new era to be transformed,
not destroyed. The danger lies not so much in
the mstrument as in the use to which it is put. The
world is full of material which is morally neutral;
whether we forge of it a spear or a pruning-hook
will depend upon the kind of men we are. If we are
men of war and strife, with no love for our fellowsm our hearts, men who prefer the battlefield to the
smilmg countryside, then we shall forge of it a
spear, with which we shall do cruel and deadly
work that will bring us the hatred and the curses
of the men whom we smite. But if we have in our
hearts the desire to be at peace with all men, and
to learn war no more, then we shall turn the raw
material of life into instruments of blessing.
Better a thousand times that the sword and the
spear had never been fashioned at all : better that
the metal which went to the making of them had
at once been turned into ploughshares and pruning-
hooks. But now that the deadly weapons have
been forged, they are not to be destroyed, but
transformed.

A great and far-reaching principle this ! Nothing
need be lost; all things may be transformed. The
powers and energies which were dedicated to the
cause of evil, if only they be touched and conse-
crated by a new sense of the meaning of life, will
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be equally mighty when thrown upon the side of
God and good. Paul, the tireless persecutor of the
Christians, becomes the great missionary to the
Gentiles.

Instruments the most unpromising can be re-
deemed. The thing which most of all needs to be
destroyed is the blind spirit of destruction, and one
of the gifts that most earnestly needs to be coveted
is that of seeing the possibilities for good that lie

in instruments and agencies of evil. There is litUe,

if anything, that was meant to be "cast as rubbish
to the void." The rubbish has but to be reclaimed
and transformed, and it will Snd its place in the
new and better world.

One of life's greatest tasks is just to turn the
spear into the pruning-hook. Everywhere, round
about us and within us, are forces that threaten to
destroy us. It is not always wise, or even possible,
for us to destroy them. But we have to transform
them, and compel the deadly things to bless us.
The passions and the appetites which too often
plunge life into confusion, and sometimes into
ruin, cannot be exterminated; in some form, wilder
or more subdued, we shall carry them with us to
our graves. They cannot be destroyed, for by them,
in a measure, the world continues. But as we love
our lives, we shall have to take v-jry good care
that we do not allow them to destroy us. It is a
sad day when we deliberately beat the pruning-hook
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into a spear. How hateful a thing, for example,
IS passion I but how beautiful is love I They may
seem to the cynic not to lie far apart; but like the
spear and the pruning-hook, they belong to differ-
ent worlds. The one carries waste and desolation
in Its tram, and wraps the life in a horror of great
darkness; the other floods it with gladness and
peace.

All our gifts and capacities are as so many
weapons which may be deadly or beneficent ac-
cording as we let them. What a cruel instrument
the spoken or the written word has often been—
sharper than any two^dged sword. It has been
used to stab reputations, and it has torn many a
sensitive heart. It has been used to distort the
truth, and to poison the imagination. When we
think of all the gratuitous sorrow that has been
caused by flippant or caustic reviews, by cold
and cynical estimates of men and things, it is
hard to see how men could expect to further the
cause of truth or good-will by such an exercise
of their powers. It is easy for an able man to
coin a stinging epigram or to write a clever para-
graph which will leave a wound upon the soul of
his victim that will not be healed after many days.
Yes, it is easy; but in a world where there is so
much nobler work to do, is it worth while? If the
pen that was charged with malice and satire will
learn to trace words that will help and encourage,
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the cause of truth will not suffer, and we shall be
a little nearer the golden days of which we dream.
Undoubtedly one of the most powerful weapons

in the world for good or evil is education. Often,
indeed, the claim is made for it that it is a good
thing in itself; but it is in reality a neutral instru-
ment which may be employed by the man who
possesses it either for the blessing or the bane of
society. The man with the ample knowledge and
the trained mind has it in his power to do more
mischief, should he be so inclined, than one whose
resources and training are more limited. His in-
struments are more numerous, and they have a
finer edge

;
if he be selfish and unscrupulous, he can

use them to deadlier purpose. They will be in his
hands spears and not pruning-hooks. It is therefore
of the very first importance that, from the begin-
ning, a moral and religious atmosphere be thrown
about the education of a child. Knowledge alone
will never make him a good man or a benefactor of
society. He must have not only his mind but his
affections cultivated, and his heart set upon what-
soever things are honourable and of good report;
so that when the time comes for him to step into
his share of the world's work, he will use any power
that he has won in the years of preparation, for the
good of the society in which his lot is cast.

It is clear, therefore, that there lies upon those
who have the high task of training the young—
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whether in home or school, in church or college—
a very solemn responsibility. They must see to it
that the weapons they are daily helping to forge
will turn out in the end not spears but pruning-
hooks. The process of education ought to be
tempered at every stage by influences of morality
and religion. It has to be sorrowfully confessed
that this has often been forgotten in schemes of
practical education, though there is happily a
change for the better to-day. As an element in
education, morality has frequently been ignored
and sometimes even been flouted. Some of the
foreign literature which scholarly young men are
expected to study at the universities, does not
always exactly make for a high morality; and we
do not strictly enough control the novels which our
young people too easily secure from circulating
libraries and devour with avidity at an age when
their minds and imaginations are susceptible to
impressions of every kind. We must most zealously
guard against all educational influences which tend
to

"Feed the budding rose of boyhood with the drainage of the
scwcry

Send the drain into the fountain, lest the stream should issue
pure;

l^li^olTf
'*'*"*3"'''" wallowing in the troughs of Zolaism.-

^by™ » *^ backward, downward too, into the

The nemesis of such an education is sure. The
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mind which IS filled with knowledge but emptied of
moral interests, the imagination which is corrupted
in Its youth by the vision of things degrading, is
an abiding menace to the individual's inner peace
and aJso to the welfare of society. The weapon
must be shaped into a pruning-hook and not into
a spear; the world has already seen enough of
confusion and death.

It is easier to make of the metal a pruning-
hook at once than to make the pruning-hook out
of a spear. But if the spear has already been made,
the transformation only comes after it has been
beaten with many blows. They shall "beat" their
spears into pruning-ho^ks ; if the wrong instrument
has been made to begin with, then the process of
transformation will require hard work. But men
whose views of the world have been transformed,
will not be long in setting to the task of trans-
forming their old weapons into instruments of
blessing. The new man will be ready and glad to
take his part in ushering in the new world. The
warriors whom the prophet saw in imagination go
to Zion to have their causes settled there by arbitra-
tion, have determined to practise the art of war no
more; and it does one's heart good to watch the
energy with which, when they come back, they
deal their lusty blows upon the cruel swords and
spears. The love of peace is now in their hearts-
they see visions of ploughed fields and gracious
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hillsides, and they beat their spears into pruning-
hooks for the new world to be.

And all this, says the prophet, is to take place in
the latter days. Why not to-day? If only we
learn to care more for the pruning-hook than the
spear; if only we prefer peace to strife, and so
shape our life as to promote good will among men

;

if only we refuse to destroy our material, but with
a sharp eye for its possibilities, hold ourselves ever
ready to transform it; then the consummation which
the prophet projected into the latter days, may
indeed be very near.
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A LESSON IN CONTRASTS

•• WhUe the earth rematneth, seed-time and harvest, and cold
and heat, and sununer and winter, and day and night, shall not
ease."

There is much consolation in the ancient assur-
ance that "while the earth remaineth, seed-time and
harvest, and cold and heat, and summer and winter,
and day and night, shall not cease." These words
suggest that the order established in nature by God
is fixed and constant, and that men may rely on it

for ever. But the words suggest more than that.

They suggest that this order which is as reliable as
God Himself is yet an order which is full of con-
trasts : in it there is a place for summer and winter
both, for cold and heat, for day and night. It is

not a perpetual summer or an unbroken day that
God has established, but a summer followed by
winter, a day succeeded by night. In the divine
order there is no monotony, there is variety and
contrast; and while the earth remaineth, these
contrasts shall never cease.

Such is the way of God in nature, and such, too,
is His way in human life. We might wish it other-

139
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wise

:
most of us-the young at least-would think

long unbroken summer and a cloudless day. But
.t IS not so. No life is so. In human life, as in
nature, the winter comes as surely as the summer,
and the night is as certain as the day. While the
earth remaineth, winter and cold and night shall not

To recognize calmly the inevitableness of these
contrasts and the certainty of their recurrence, is
more than half the art of life. The man who quietly
faces this great fact will be prepared for any kind
of experience that may come to him, and will know
how to carry himself within it. He will never allow
himself to be either undbly exalted or immoderately
depressed. In his prosperity he will remember the
evil day and in his adversity he will not lose heart.When he stands, he will remember that he may
fall

:
when he falls, he will not be utterly cast down

In summer ue will remember that the winter is
coming

:
in the gloom of winter he will comfort his

heart with the thought of the warmth and light of
the summers that were and that yet will be

This is to see life steadily and see it whole.We cannot see it steadily unless we see it whole.
All experience is blended of bitter and sweet. The
gladdest life is not all joy, nor is the saddest all
sorrow. "All our joy is touched with pain »_
shadows fall on brightest hours, and thorns remain.

i f
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And it is just as true that all our pain may be
soothed by the hope of joy to be; for if summer is
followed by winter, no less surely does "every
winter change to spring."

"Time, so complain'd of.

Who to no one man
Shows partiality.

Brings round to all men
Some undimm'd hours."

It is right to throw ourselves into our happy ex-
periences, if they be honourable, with heart and
soul

:
but even our happiest moods cannot but be

touched with solemnity, when we think how pre-
carious it all is, and how surely the situation will be
one day transformed.

So also, when the black night falls about us, we
do well to remember that no night, however long,
can last for ever. The night will pass and the
morning will come. While the earth remaineth,
men may depend upon the day no less than upon
he night. To one who has learned to look upon

life as a succession of contrasts, no great surprise
can come. He knows that change is inevitable, andhe IS always inwardly prepared for it. He sees

iZT '^^""T'^'^^^
«P«"ence to that with which

It will one day be contrasted; and, alike in joy andsorrow he preserves the steady heart and the quietmmd-for he knows that neither can last for ever.The changes that are sure to come he does not fear
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to see; for, in silent communion with his own heart,

he has already faced them all.

The most certain thing about every life, how-
ever bright or dark the immediate outlodc may be,

is that its experience will be checkered. Tt will be
neither all bright nor all dark. There will be shadow
as well as light, light as well as shadow. When we
look the facts in the face, do we not see how surely

the dearest joys of our life will one day—if not for

us, then for those whom we love—be changed into

sorrow ? Every birth means a death, every friend-

ship means a parting. Where two are dear to each

other, nothing is more certain than that some day
one will be taken and ^he other left. As the bride-

groom stands with his bride before the altar, and
the future seems so fair, the words "Till death us

do part " fall upon the heart as a solemn and almost

chilling reminder of the infinite pathos that is

woven through all our earthly happiness.

This is not a gospel of pessimism, nor a message
which affronts the Christian consciousness. It is but

the simple recognition of an indubitable fact, which
is not incompatible with a deep and silent joy that,

in His own mysterious way, God doeth all things

well. It is but a reading of life which springs

from what has been called the "spirit which insists

on hearing the other side." The summer comes,

and after that the winter.

But the truth of life's contrasts is double-edged.
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As it touches our joy with solemnity, so it should
temper our sorrow with consolation and hope.
There are terrible hours in most lives, when we
stand before an open grave, and the heart knoweth
Its own bitterness and desolation. Life can never
be the same again, when those with whom we have
taken sweet counsel together are lost to our earthly
eyes. And yet God has so mercifully ordained our
human nature that, even throughout the lonely
years, life can be not only endured, but earnesUy,
grateful y, and even gladly lived. Those who have
gone before are transfigured by the kindly touch of
death

:
as the years go by, we can think of them

more quietly as at home with God. And other
blessings enter into our lives, in the shape of new
nendships and tasks, which bring us, not indeed
the joy we buried in the grave-that is impossible-
but other joys; so, though weeping may endure
for a night, at length joy cometh in the morning.
The wise man is he who prepares himself for life's
wntrasts, for it must needs be that contrasts come.
Summer and winter, cold and heat, day and night,
joy and sorrov/, shall not cease.
And this will be true, while the earth remaineth.

In that other world, which can only be reached
through the portals of death, we have reason to
be .eve u will be otherwise. There His servants
will serve Him, but not, we believe, amid experi-
ences of alternating joy and sorrow. They shall
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go on from strength to strength, and do thdr happy
work in the full light of eternal day. The words
of holy scripture and the instincts of our hearts
alike assure us that there shall be no night there.
But, while we are here, we must take life as we
find it, with its strange but ineviuble contrasts—
not too much exalted by its joys nor too much cast
down by its sorrows. Let us not forget that every
day must end in night; but, when the night has
fallen, let us be patient and hopeful, as they that
watch for the morning.

"Heaven overarches you and me,
And all earth's gardens and her gravea.

Lode np with me, until we see
The day bredk and the shadows flee."
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THE CONSOLATIONS OF NATURE
"He causes it to rain on a land where no man is"

Would any one seriously think of sending a
broken-hearted man to nature for consolation ? Her
great Titanic processes go on. grandly indififerent
to human misery. She speaks indeed with a
majesfc vo.ce; but it is for an . , ent more personal
and human that we yearn, when our hearts are
sore. She cannot speak to us the word we need,
or at least we have not ears to hear.

Is it not, then, all the more strange that a book
which ,s among the greatest, and perhaps the very
gr^test .n the world, should deliberately send i^
sorely „ed hero to nature for the healing of hissorrow? Job had mysteriously suffered. For no

could call h.s own but a loathsome and incurable

w^ome.
"' "'^'^ "'^ •"^^'^^'^^^ -^ ^^^

His friends come to comfort him. They offerh.m the best ,hat men can offer, into whoi own
soul^the ,ron has not yet entered-conventional con-
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solation and good advice. Naturally, to their per-

plexed and desperate friend, their words are but

platitudes, cruel and irrelevant, which in his honest

indignation he contemptuously rejects. But besides

these earthly friends, with their well-meant but

superficial explanations of his misery, he has a

Friend in the heavens who, he feels sure, will under-

stand and vindicate him; and to Him he appeals.

But with Job the tragedy is, as it so often is, that

the unseen Friend remains unseen, and he is left

alone in the universe with a sense of indescribable

desolation. Then he solemnly and elaborately pro-

tests his innocence, and makes his last supreme

appeal to the Almighty. If only He would appear,

then in the proud consciousness of his integrity,

" I would declare unto Him the number of my steps

;

As a prince would I apfHroach Him."

This time his prayer is heard. The Almighty

answers him out of the whirlwind. But what an

answer 1 Not a syllable about Job or h|s sorrow,

not a word that acknowledges his integrity or com-

mends his patience, not a ray of light upon the

particular grief that is breaking his indignant heart,

not a solitary allusion to the problems of the moral

world that have been discussed with such vehe-

mence by him and his friends, not a hint of another

world in which the wrongs of this will be righted

and its sorrows comforted for evermore. Instead

of the consolation and the vindication with which

he had dreamed his heavenly Friend would soothe
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his wounded heart, there is hurled out of the whirl
wind a volley of ironical questions which have
nothing to do with him or his grief, nor even with
human life at all, but which gather around the
mysterious processes of nature-the steadiness of
the earth, the movement of the sea, the invisible
sources of the snow, the rain, the hail.

"Gird up now thy loins like a man

;

For I wiU demand of thee, and declare thou unto meJ^wast thou when I laid the foundationsTthe«mh?
Declare, if thou hast understanding."

^^
Ir seems cruel of the great Friend thus to over-whdm the broken-hearted man who had appealed

to Him so confidently. What does it all mean ?
For one thing, it means that, in perplexity or

sorrow, it is good for us to get away from ourselves
-- to forget ourselves," as one has said, "in the
glorious creation of which we form a part." Job
desperately appeals to God for a revelation of Him-
self and for light upon his misery; and, for answer.
God passes before him the splendid panorama of
cr^tion-^f earth, and sky, and sea, with the wild
and happy things that are therein. To a broken

h^*^; '"'^J?
*"*''^' ""^y ^" * ^^O' mockery;

but It IS God's own answer, and it means, at the
least, that so long as we have eyes for nothing but
our problems, the problems will remain. If we do
not solve them, we can at least forget them, by
looking away to the wonders of the immeasurable
universe.
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The first feeling that comes upon us as we look,

is a sense of overwhelming mystery. Job has no

answer to give to any of the questions that fall upon

his terrified ears. He does not know where the light

dwells. He does not know where God keeps His

treasures of snow and hail. He does not really

know anything of the wonderful world about him.

Nor do we. We have watched the great processes,

and given them names, and spoken of cause and

effect, of the conservation of force, and the trans-

formation of energy ; but, in the last resort, we are

as ignorant as Job. "Behold, we know not any-

thing." We are not in the secret counsels of the

Almighty any more Aian he.

The world is a mystery which we have to accept

without being able to explain ; and this was doubt-

less one of the lessons which the panorama of nature

was designed to bring home to the desolate soul of

Job. Mystery, mystery, on the right hand and on

the left I If he could not answer the simplest ques-

tions that could be asked about the familiar pheno-

mena of the natural world, how could he hope to

understand the infinitely more intricate problems

that gather about the moral world and human life ?

Our problem, frightful as it is when looked at by

itself, shrivels almost into insignificance, when seen

against that background of infinite mystery. Ours

is but a little bit of the mystery in which the whole

universe is enwrapped, and before which it is

wisdom to bow in silence.
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This were, however, after all, but a melancholy
consolation—resignation rather than consolation;
and the glorious vision of nature can do more for
the sorrowful heart than that. The majestic speech
of the Almighty, which suggests that the universe
is a mystery, suggests also that it is an orderly
mystery. Behind it is Mind. Its phenomena do
not happen in any order, they happen in a par-
ticular order; their sequence can be depended upon.
Its God is a God of order, not of confusion.
Through the centuries this order has run inexorably
on—seedtime and harvest, summer and winter, cold
and heat, day and night—and this will continue
while the earth remaineth.

In spite of the mystery that baffles and besets us
behind and before, the world of which we form a
part is a world in which things are in their places.
The sea and the land have each their bounds
assigned them.

"Who shut up the sea with doors,
And said, Hitherto shalt thou come, but no forther,
And here shall thy proud waves be stayed?"

The sea is not allowed to overwhelm and devas-
tate the land. In the physical world things are
where they should be, and will it not also be so in
the world of human life? Sorrow has its place,
like the sea, but no more than the sea will it be
allowed to work wreck and ruin. "Thus far shalt
thou come, but no further."

The world we live in is therefore 9 world whose

u
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order we have a right to trust. It is full of mean,

ing and purpose. And as we watch the unfailing

regularity with which its great processes go on ; as

we think of the Mind by which they are directed,

and the unweary everlasting arms upon which they

are sustained, we too shall find something of that

quiet order, which pervades the universe, enter and

take possession of our own souls, as we begin to

trust that infinite Mind and to lean with all our

weight upon those mighty arms.

But in the mystery by which we are surrounded

there is more than order ; there is love. The system

of things is not cruel or indifferent ; it is an order

at the heart of which is love. Surely this thought

was never expressed with more tenderness or beauty

than in the lines

—

" He causes it to rain on a land where no man is

;

On the wilderness, wherein there is no man

;

To satisfy the waste and desolate ground,

And to cause the tender grass to spring forth."

The God who lavishes His love even upon the

desolate and waste ground, will surely not forget

His men and women with their waste and desolated

hearts. The great poet who gave us this immortal

book does not actually say so, indeed he deliber-

ately avoids saying so—for in these speeches he

persistently keeps our eyes turned away from

human life and its problems—^but that is what he

means. If God cares for the wilderness, will He
not also c^r? for the man ? If He pours His love

i!
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even upon the place where no man is. He can surely
be trusted to remember the places where the men
are. It is the Old Testament anticipation of the
words of Jesus : "If God so clothe the grass of the
field, shall He not much more clothe you?" As
has been well said, the solution offered here is one
"which does not solve the perplexity, but buries it

under the tide of a fuller life and joy in God."
Even this ancient poet, who very keenly felt the

mystery that lies about the world and human life,
yet learned from nature that it was not an unillu-
minated mystery—that it was lit up by the love
of God. He saw that love shining in the most
unlikely places, and he had faith to believe that it

shines always and everywhere, whether men have
eyes to see it or not. We do not always see it

plainly; but we see Jesus, we know Him and what
He is; and the Mind that is behind the universe is
the same mind that was in Him. Could we trust
Him ? Surely. Then no less surely may we trust
It. The mystery of life is not indeed thereby
abolished, but it is illuminated. It can be faced
with quietness and confidence; for behind it is that
Love which

"?""*f,Jj *l"^ "P°" *^* wilderness where no man is.To satisfy the waste and desolate ground."
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COURAGE, CHILD

"Jenu said to the paralytic, • Courage, child »»

Of all the words of grace that proceeded out of
the mouth of Jesus, few are mor? precious than
those which He spoke to the man that was sick of
the palsy. There the unhappy man lay, stretched
upon his couch, sick at heart, and weak in body,
a burden alike to himself and to his friends, unable
to move unless they chose to move him. For him
the future could be but one long stretch of misery.
There was only one hope : if Jesus could but see
him and touch him—the wonderful Jesus, who had
already shown such strange love for sick folk and
such mysterious power over the diseases that vexed
them—perhaps he might yet be made well again.
It may be that the man himself had no hope; but
his friends hoped for him, and earnest friendship
availeth much. They were in deadly earnest : and,
though under the circumstances a meeting with
Jesus was hard to secure—for the place was crowded
to the door and He was preaching—they yet con-
trived, with an ingenuity sharpened by aflfection,
to bring their helpless friend right into the presence
of Jesus.

IS7
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What a contrast between the serene and simple

majesty of the great Speaker and the helpless

misery of the man before Him. If his physical

trouble was due to his sin—and that seems to be

implied by the story—how abashed he must have

felt before the pure gaze of Jesus, as those eyes

looked into the depths of his soul. What will Jesus

say? It is a great moment, as these two men

silently confront each other, the living embodiment

of Helplessness and Power. The eyes of all are

riveted on Jesus—the people with curious expect-

ancy, the four friends with beating hearts and des-

perate hopes, the scrW^es with a scowl upon their

faces and hate in their hearts.

What will Jesus say? He was deeply cheered

by the faith the friends had shown, and He would

not let such faith go away disappointed. So, turn-

ing to the helpless man upon the couch. He said,

"Courage, child." He said more, but He began

by saying that. And we can imagine how these

two simple words, each in its own way, began to

touch the springs of life and hope in the wasted

body before Him. The man, if a great sinner,

may have been accustomed to words of reproach,

or to that cold and shallow consolation which stings

more keenly than reproach; and now he is told to

take heart again. Here is One who speaks to him

as if He believed in the possibility of his physical

and spiritual recovery. One who appeals to his
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slumbering hope and heroism. And so tender
an appeal, tool He calls him "child." Many a

ff' *!f**
P^*^ *'"« he had been anybody's

child
;
and the tenderness of the speaker, no less

than His first great, authoritative word, goes to the
heart of the unhappy man. His inner world i.

transformed; a new life courses through his vHns
and It will not be long till he will be upon hif; f.et.
and going upon his way rejoicing. In the presence
of this mysterious One, who speaks to hun hc.c
fully, who bids him be brave, who assur- him c/
the forgiveness of sins, and who calls him Chiki,
oldjhings are passed away, and a new day nas

Doubtless this was one of the favourite words ol
Jesus. When the woman who had been ill twelve
years fell trembling at His feet, after touching the
hem of His garment. He reassured her with the
words. Courage, daughter." When the disciples,
after a tempestuous night, were terrified by what
seemed like a spectral figure moving towards them
over the waves, their fears were met by a familiar
voice, "Courage, it is I : do not be afraid." And,
when by their Master's death, those same disciples
were to be launched upon a still more stormy sea,
HIS parting message to them was the same-
"Courage

:
as for Me, I have conquered the world."

And this was the message with which He still con-
tinued to brace and visit men, after He had risen
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from the dead. When His servant Paul was in

danger of being torn to pieces by a fanatical mob,

from whose hands he was only rescued by the

forcible intervention of Roman soldiers, "the fol-

lowing night the Lord stood by him, and said.

Courage"; and the intrepid career of Paul is the

proof that His Master's call to courage kept for

ever ringing in his heart. He knew well that the

fierce activities and persecutions of his missionary

life were killing him, and once and again, on sea

and on the land, he had been face to face with

death. "Nevertheless," he says, "we are cour-

ageous at all times ; yes, we are courageous, I say
"

—twice over
—"and weU pleased to leave our home

in the body, and to go away to be at home with the

Lord." Death had no terror for this man, he faced

it with good courage ; for it but took him into the

nearer presence of his Lord.

These experiences, sickness and sorrow, anxiety

and death, lie before us all; and in them how can

we be better cheered and heartened than just by the

kindly word of Jesus, "Courage, child." In our

gospels, as we now have them, the words were first

spoken to a weak man and to a sick woman. Such

we have always with us; and to the world's weak

and sick folk those are the words of Jesus for ever.

" Courage," He said to those who were tossed upon

the sea; and still He says "Courage" to all who are

tossed, to all who are sailing through a black and
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speares. The spectre which strikes a chill into our
hearts ,s but Himself disguised by the n,ists. "Its 1, He says; -^nd the moment we are sure of thiswe may well take hear, again. "Courage, it is Ido not be afraid."

s . " 's i,

Y«, we are discouraged by a hundred things-by the agony of a prolonged sickness, by the

olnif \ ,'"1'''" """"^ "' "» «<>™ into ourquiet life, by the desolation of bereavement, by the

o™ who wm call us "Child." and put hear, in „!agam. And who can do this like Jesus ? He who» genUy bids us be brave has Himself been in'heh.ck«t of the fight. All of weakness and sorrol

nd i V'^- "" "" "'"*« '^' *rouXand more. Hunger, disappointment, temptati™m, unders.a„ding, .reachery, dea.h_He knCs "l

tilT "l ^ "^ " "'• '"" """ "^^k vic-torious. I have overcome Uie world." I. is Onewho has Himself conquered .he world who bMs usUke courage and who has such a righ. to bid us" He? It ,s His word, far more than any other^d that ever fell from human lips, that pufs u^i"

Him that His courage passes into us, and thevictory that was His will be ours
Courage, then, for God is good. Courage, for
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Jesus is with us on the sick bed, and with us in the

storm. Courage, ior He overcame, and we shall

overcome in Him.

He was brave as He was gentle, and gentle as

He was brave. He is touched for evermore with a

feeling of our infirmities ; and while He appeals to

our latent heroism. He yet deals with us as little

children. Many a gracious word of His rises to

our hearts as we think of Him ; but with especial

gratitude do we remember Him for this brave and

gentle word. And in every hour of pain or fear or

desolation may we have grace given us to hear that

dear voice saying to our troubled hearts, "Courage,

child."
'
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THE LAW THAT CANNOT BE BROKEN

"Teach me Thy law*'

The splendid gains of civilization have been
accompanied by tragic and pathetic losses. To-
^y Me IS interesting as it never has been before.By the railway, the steamboat, the telegraph, the
newspaper, the whole world is welded into a iom!mon brotherhood; and the man in New York isnot content unless he knows something of whathe men in Tokio are doing. Assuredfy modern
hfe •^•nterest.ng but it is not quiet. lUnterests
the mind, but .t does not rest the spirit. Perhaps
there never has been so much noise in the world
as there ,s to-day; certainly the stress and strain ofhfe were never before spread over so wide an areaThe result .s that many-and these not the weakest*and the worst, but often the strongest and the best-are famtmg beneath their burdens.

h.i!^^^
^'^'°"" ''*'°' ^""^"^y 'P^^^^g^ cannotMP themselves. There are others whose physicalrum IS, m large measure, their own fault. If thevcan fairly be called victims at all. they are the vie!Urns of their own good nature or stupidity. Themalady known as nervous prostration is appallingly
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common. It attacks the strong, robust, and eager

man, as well as the nervous and susceptible woman

;

but no one who has watched i\\^ unnappy victims

of its assaults can deny that it attacks many who

ought to have been impervious to its attacks, had

they used the common sense which God has given

them, or availed themselves of the opportunities

for rest, refreshment, and recreation, which in many

cases were scattered plentifully enough about their

lives. It almost looks as if the unhappy sufferers

had deliberately aimed to place themselves in the

position in which they now are, and had cultivated

nervous prostration aS) if it had been a fine art.

Of course the statement has only to be put thus

baldly for the absurdity of it to be self-evident. The

disease is a ghastly one. In its power to dull the

intellect, to paralyze the moral energies, to cripple

the spiritual power, to darken the outlook upon life

and God, to envelop the spirit with gloom, and to

inspire the sufferer with morbid and suicidal

thoughts, it is an affliction from which the bravest

might well shrink back in terror. But, at the same

time, many a man, and perhaps still more, many a

woman, lives as if he or she were positively court-

ing its oncoming. They do—sometimes, indeed,

thoughtlessly, but often enough deliberately, and

with their eyes fully open to all the horrible possi-

bilities—the very things which are bound, in the

long run, to reduce them to physical wrecks.
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For a man has not lived to much purpose if he
has not learned that all life is governed by laws,
and that his health and usefulness depend upon
obedience to those laws. It matters not what the
reason for the disobedience may be; often the sin
may seem venial enough. But disobedience must
be punished, and the wages of sin is prostration,
and often death. Many men burden themselves with
unnecessary duties. Imagining themselves to be
indispensable to a certain piece of work, they wil-
fully refuse to avail themselves of the useful help
which could easily be had, and work on single-
handed or with inadequate assistance until their
own power of work is ruined. Then they learn,
what they ought to have known all the time, that
they were not indispensable. Women yield to the
exacting demands of a too frivolous society, think-
ing that they can only refuse those demands on the
penalty of social extinction; and then the nervous
aflfections creep insidiously on, till the woman is a
wreck, and the social extinction which she dreaded,
and to avoid which she sacrificed everything,
becomes a fact.

But perhaps the saddest thing of all is that so
many men allow themselves to be misled by their
own good nature. It may be that a man can do
three or four things well. He is a good preacher,
a good platform speaker, a good writer. Were he
only any one of these, he would have his hand? full
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enough, but, as it is, he is assailed on three different

sides. The assailants, representing, as they do,

different interests, do not know how cruel they are

;

all they know is that they are asking a capable man

to do what they know he can do. It is a situation

like this that tests a man's real wisdom and insight.

In a weak moment, and for want of the power to

say "No," he may accept engagements which he

can only fulfil through the ultimate ruin of his own

physical, and perhaps mental, strength; and one

may be pardoned for doubting whether, under ordi-

nary circumstances, and unless there be some great

claim to be greatly met, God demands such a sacri-

fice as that.

Even in the interests of the work itself the man
must learn to say " No," because he does that work

a gross injustice—the greatest injustice he as an

individual can do it—^by putting himself deliber-

ately in the position of being ultimately unable to

do it. The loss of a good worker is the most serious

loss which a great cause can sustain, and that loss

is inevitable if the worker commits the folly of work-

ing beyond his strength. And it is precisely the

best workers who are most exposed to this tempta-

tion, for it is upon them, very naturally, that the

world lays Its heaviest and most numerous demands.

But the laws of health are the laws of God. The
sooner we learn that if a man has the hardihood

to defy the laws of God, it is he who suffers, and
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not they, the better it will be for us all. We pray
ghbly for a revelation from God, and here is one
of the plainest and most undeniable revelaUons thatman can ever hope to receive. Yet every month
Christian men defy it repeatedly and deliberately.How can we hope to be happy if we defy the great

\ M 1 "!"' ^*''' °' ^^^ ^» '^ f«ir that we
should be happy? The way of transgressors is
hard, and the man or woman who needlessly over-
works IS a transgressor, and just as sure of punish-
ment as any other transgressor. It is easier to rundown than to run up. It is months, and often
years, before the victim of nervous prostration
recovers that elasticity and buoyancy of spirit which
constitutes more than half the happiness of life. It
« a fearful thing to fall into the arms of these
mighty laws of God. Every Sabbath day is a
reminder of the folly, indeed of the crime, of over-
work. The man who refuses to avail himself of his
proper rest and recreation is indeed a bold man;
he IS defying the established order of the world,
violating the constitution of his own being, and
dashing himself against the laws of God. But insuch a collision we may be very sure that it is he.and not they, that will be broken in pieces.
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CHRIST'S CARE FOR THE FRAGMENTS
"Gather up the fragments, that nothing be lost"

Like all great things, the gospel of Jesus is too
large to imprison within the walls of a definition:
but If It is to be defined at all, it could not be defined
more simply or justly than as "care for the frag-
ments." Everywhere throughout His ministry,
everywhere throughout the Gospels, shines His in-
terest in the broken things of life. They interested
Him, because they vexed Him; and they vexed
Him because they were missing their high destiny.
Fragments are failures, and it was the mission and
he delight of the Divine Artist to gather them
together and bind them into a complete and beau-
tiful whole.

And so it would not be unjust to find the motto
of the life of Jesus in the words He addressed to
His disciples after the feeding of the five thousand
-Gather up the fragments that remain, that
nothing be lost." These words, slight as they
seem, and humble as was the sphere to which they
were first applied, are as a window through whichwe may look into the gracious soul of Jesus. Thev

»73
'
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are not random words; they are words that rose

from the very bottom of His heart, revealing the

depths of its tenderness and the impulse of His

entire ministry. Spoken first of fragments of

bread, they are symbolic of His consuming and

undying interest in fragments of every kind—of

time, of manhood, of every broken thing.

Very wonderful is this whole scene, and most

wonderful of all is Jesus. The vast, hungry crowd

is gathered in a spot, not far from the lakeside,

where there was much grass. Jesus faces the

crowd, and here, as everywhere, He is the Master.

Gracious as He is, He is every inch a King. He
speaks as one having* authority, and at once the

movement and confusion of the crowd change to

order and beauty. They recline in companies upon

the green grass, and, with a true eye for the pictur-

esque, Mark—or his informant—compares them,

as they lay, with the brilliant colours of their dresses

showing up against the grass, to flower beds. It

is a happy picture; a touching one, too, when we

think of the sore and troubled hearts that beat

beneath many a coloured robe. It is a blessed

thing to see the poetry as well as the pathos of such

a crowd.

But all was not over when the feast was done.

The greatest thing was yet to come, and Jesus was

yet to utter one of His most memorable words.

There were broken pieces left, enough to satisfy

P
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wasted. There were possibilities in tlie fragments
«*^ none saw but Jesus. The crowd lld^'
P*ased .ts hunger and thought of nothing more^

TrJl/rf "^ ""• **' ""''P'" .hofghtTomore of the fragments than did the crowd. Nobodysaw the,r value but Jesus, so, "when the Z^^were sattsfied. Jesus said to His disciples, 'Sr"P the fragments-tht. broken pieces-!!,hat remai^eha, nothing be lost.- One might havrCn'
tempted to marvel a. what seems *e almL^
r.g.d economy of Jesus. Why so much intentfragments of bread? How could they ev'r «^•««n ? But the marvel dies away the'^momenT™
consider the reason, for thouch Tesu. u Ti
authorUative, He is always ^Ll^l '^4aZup the fragments," He says, "in order that not a

ttl^"^ r^" '''^ "°^^ "^^'^ « the sai^e a^

The world is full of fragments, and that must not

us men and things are perishing, and that mustnot be, says Jesus; let nothing perish H^ iTT
true Son of the God of whom it isTd Aat 11^^^not wish that any should perish.

^""'^

"That not a thing should perish »-it was offragments of bread that lesus s^k^ th
words- h„t *u^ n .

•' P^'^® those earnestwords, but they illumme not that incident alone.

ft
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but the whole of His ministry from the baptism to

the cross, and Ke wrote them literally on the pages

of history with His heart's blood. Nothing vexed

Him so much as to see things perishing; it was for

their sake He came. "The Son of Man," He said,

speaking of Himself, "came to seek and to save

that which was lost "—and the word is the same as

that here used for the frag nents of bread. To Him
the fragments were the most interesting things in

all the world; and His command to His disciples

was then, and is now, that they too should care for

the fragments.

This care for the fragments has a hundred appli-

cations in the life of Jdsus. The fragments of time

to Him were very precious, and He did not wish

that any should perish. The day was long enough

—^for were there not twelve hours in tt ?—but it was

not too long, and there were not too many oi them

in which to do His Father's business. Therefore

He gathered up its every fragment and filled it full

of work or rest or prayer ; for He never forgot that

the night was coming when men work no more.

Beautiful, too, is the interest of Jesus in the

ancient fragments of revelation. He knew that His

Father had spoken to men in the olden time ; and

He treasured those fragments of psalm and wisdom

and prophecy and gathered them together upon

Himself. He came not to destroy those relics of

the past, but to fulfil, to complete, to illumine their
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;™g".en.ary s„gge«i„„,. ^„ „„.^,„^ ^.^^^ ^

.o «e how very pieclous ' :/„"";„;f '"^ «™
could be done with thera Th! ^^ "'"'^''

h«ibeensha.,eredbys„He^« T'"*"^ '""
•nd honour by .he n„r ? , u

""* '" ~"«i™M
ha. ,he sinnef »hotd be ^" ""^""^ '°™- »
." .he oi.y wa. .o„ heS

.' ^1 bvl'
°°- ?'

'

,""'"""

and in a penitent h,.^, . ^ ' "Sh' of Hira,

of Christ's love ^f ^''"'' ''>' ">« "agic

»a.urega.heS ' 7' r7 ,"
'"^•"'"' "' '""-

Love and ins^h 1:„' Ztu' "T
'"'"''" "«»'»•

"»"», insieht iLTh
'"S^'har-love for the ftag-•». insignt into their possibilities Hi. _• •

»•« a continual gathering ,„H .•
""""'">'

broken pieces "S.rl? restitution of .he

He ga.?e:S\ogHe;tou,
''""'' ?^""-'™--

« a Christlike Cgto carrr.h T" " "
Every life .hat is broken "JLtterh

^'^"""''•

disease, by folly or ignorancT h ^ ^"'"^ "'

crime or n,isfo4ne^rnXr callT
""°"' "'

« did the Master, „ho "ove^ ,u"
° "'* '"" "o

«ave His life .hat they n^iJ^ ,^' ''7'"""' '"'

This great word of L7fs at^,"", Z""'''
«'"e things of life as to the gr" t ""^r

^ '" '"'

N ^reat. fragments of
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time, of strength and of knowledge are squandered

and lost just as surely as fragments of character,

and all for want of taking to heart the Master's

simple word. The motto of our life should be the

motto of His, "That not a thing be lost." If

any useful thing that belongs to us perish, we are

so much the poorer, so much the worse equipped

for the work which is given to us to do.

How then shall we save the fragments from

perishing ? " Gather them up," says Jesus ; or more

literally and appropriately, "Gather them together"

—for the Greek word means precisely that. The

fragments are impotent, so long as they are apart

;

but bring them together, and see what wonders they

will work. One broken piece of bread will do little

to satisfy a hungry man, but twenty such pieces

would go a long way.

So it is with all our scattered and fragmentary

resources. Every man is meeting every day with

facts and statements of which it would be worth his

while to have a permanent and accessible record.

But we trust to our memories—those unhappy sieve-

like memories—and the precious facts filter through

and disappear. Or if, in a sudden access of wis-

dom, we record them, we do so without system;

the records are loose, scattered or misplaced, and

when they are wanted, they cannot be found, simply

because they were not gathered together. Our

resources are in many cases extensive enough, but
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they are too often useless in th. u
because they are notSnTenTra'e. Th"'

"''^'^^'

here and there pnH !
^he records are

cumulative eta stsTTh"'' ^"' *'"^ '^-
potent, because they at; If "' ^^'^'^^^ ''»

not then be com^oTprdetfrthe'^-
"^^"^^ *'

•n alJ matters, to listen tnT J^^ '"^"^^^' ^
disciples, "Gather1:X Tf^^' ^"^""^ ^^ "'^
nothing perish"? ^ fragments, that

'ool' up twelve ba.ke«M "to^;'*"
•*«-• '"'y

'he fragments there mav hi h . ^ *'"' ^^"^'
«here may be ty,ave u?,

^"'. ''™" '"^''ets, or

'here will be L^e fa,
""' * "* '^ «"«'"- *«

««ed «. expect. Thl;^^',*''"/™' ""'y "ad
are infinite. Md abI^^Z"* "' "^^ '^8-ents
has the wi^do™ tf ^^rr ""^'^ "" "» «ho
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application,
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JUSTIFICATION BY WORDS
«B, "y w«* tfco. .hji, b. j»,i,«i, „a ^ a,,»ordi thou rtali be condemned"

Maw a battle royal has been fought over thedoctnne, of Justificatio,. by faith and i^,tifi«t 1
ough about justification by words. I, is „„, 1
.po«Ie, but the Master Himself, „ho urgS .he t^n,uch negiected truth that .e„ are JustifiL by Ih

~

This great utterance of Jesus ,as called forth bv.he malevolent criticisn, of the Pharisees. He had

ttr f!l ° "'*'"'''"' <^™**' a"" convincedthem that He was the Messiah. The spiteful Pha^^ have another explanation. He castfTut

err^rsergXt^H^s^'t^^'-j

Sf^rLrihanXr-fij^
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could do that were not only lost to all sense of

honour, but were devoid of moral sensibilities.

Their world was turned upside down. They were

the sworn foes of beneficence. They called good

evil, and evil good. No words, therefore, were too

severe to characterize their moral brutality, and our

consciences instinctively acknowledge the justice of

this great utterance of Jesus, "By thy words thou

shalt be justified, and by thy words thou shalt be

condemned."

We are not, indeed, accustomed to think of the

judgment day in terms of this standard. It is a

standard so simple artd obvious that in practical

life we easily ignore it. And yet what could be

more natural or just than that our destiny should

be decided by the kind of words that we have

spoken ? For, as are the words, so is the man. It

is out of the abundance of the heart that the mouth

speaks. The malice or passion that rings in the

words lay first in the heart. The words are inevit-

ably a specimen of the man. They are the creation

of his inmost spirit, and the quality of that unseen

spirit may be more than approximately measured

by the audible words in which it ..abitually utters

itself.

If this be so, then is not speech a much more

solemn thing than we commonly suppose it to be ?

T'iink of the myriads of words that are uttered

every day, and in the light of them think of the
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by a more courageous word. There ar6 indeed

times when silence is the highest wisdom ; there are

other times when silence is a crime I It is a crime

to say, in a moment of passion, the thing that

wounds; but it is no less a crime to leave unsaid

the thing that might have helped or soothed or

cheered. A monastic order which enjoins perpetual

silence will doubtless avoid some of the sins which

beset their more loquacious fellow-mortals, but they

will also lose numberless opportunities of doing

good. Knives may cut our hands, but we do not

therefore bury them; we learn how to use them.

Nor does any man do well who deliberately sur-

renders the divine gift of speech because it often

proves a perilous weapon, and sometimes a deadly

one. Rather should we learn how to control it, and

to turn the words which we all too glibly utter, into

weapons for fighting the battles of the Lord.

Words are the weapons of our service, which only

the fewest know well how to wield. They are in-

struments through which we may, almost every

hour of every day, be giving effect to the will of

God; and to every thoughtful man the power of

speech brings solemn obligations. When y/e have

been betrayed by our too-ready tongues into some

indiscretion which we may for long regret, we begin

to understand the monk who wrote, "Oftentimes I

could wish that I had held my peace when I had

spoken, and that I had not been in company.
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little more than a philological tradition. To say

that a thing is good, or that we like it well, ought

to be one of the highest expressions of appreciation

;

but that is hardly the market value of those great

words to-day. The careless application of these

and many similar words has deprived them of their

primal strength and flavour; and part of the

Christian problem to-day is just to learn to use the

strong common words of our English speech with

that noble sincerity which can dispense with super-

latives and exaggerations.

In the last resort, this is a question of character.

\ man necessarily spieaks as he is. It is himself

nat he utters. His words are his spirit rendered

audible. They show what manner of man he is;

they justify or condemn him. A good man will

therefore be careful of all his words, but he must

especially beware how he uses the great words of

the Christian faith. He must be jealously on his

guard lest his use of them deplete them of their

divine content. There are some words whose

original nobility is gone, perhaps beyond all hope

of recovery ; but there are others which every man
should count it a privilege to keep bright and

clean. We shall not lightly, for example, call

every one a Christian whose name is written upon

the books of the visible Church. We shall reserve

that word for those who love Christ, not in word

only, but in deed and truth. The right and con-
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For by his side there is a Friend—not a force, but

a Friend, strong and wise and tender ; not simply

a force that makes for righteousness, but a living

God whose love will not let him go, whose light

follows afl his way, and by whose law he must

live.

To such a man life will indeed be a solemn and

mysterious thing. He will feel himself to be

standing on the shores of infinity an ' eternity

;

but the mystery is one which he will not fear, for

it is the mystery of love. "As for me, I am con-

tinually with Thee. . Thou dost hold me by the

right hand. Thou wilt lead me across the journey

of life, and guide me by Thy counsel ; and after-

ward—when the journey is done—Thou wilt re-

ceive me to glory." To lose this faith is to let the

light go out of life. One who had lost it for a time

has told us that, with this negation of God, the

universe to him had lost i soul of loveliness;

and "although," he said, 'irom henceforth the

precept to ' work while it is day ' will doubtless

but gain an intensified force from thei terribly

intensified meaning of the words that 'the night

cometh, when no man can work,' yet when at times

I think, as think at times I must, of the appalling

contrast between the hallowed glory of that creed

which once was mine, and the lonely mystery of

existence as now I find it—at such times I shall

ever feel it impossible to avoid the sharpest pang

of which my nature is susceptible." These
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"can Im calm Mid free firom can
On any thtm, riaca God is thaia."

He is not alone, never alone, for the Father is

with him, and the abiding presence of the Father

is able to transfigure for him the whole world.

Wherever I am, in the loneliness of a strange land,

or among the silences of the night, "nevertheless I

am continually with Thee."

And if this faith in God is able to transfigure the

world for me, to reveal it to me as the Father's

house, and light it up with the Father's love, still

more is it able to transfigure my life. What an

infinite difference it makes to the inner life of a

man, as soon as he believes with all his soul that

God isl If God is, then He has to be reckoned

with. He knows my downsitting and mine uprising.

Ther« is not a word on my tongue or a thought in

my heart, but, behold! He knows it altogether.

And if He knows, what a power this should be to

purify the heart and to touch the motives and pur-

poses of life to sincerity ! "Search me and try me,"

said one to God. There are few who would care,

few who would dare, thus boldly to challenge Al-

mighty God—few who cculd fling their lives open

to the scrutiny of those searching eyes, and none

who could do it with any success at all, but one

who all the time was saying to his heart, " never-

theless I am still with Thee."

Besides securing this inner sincerity, the sense

of the presence of God is fitted to impart peace and
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lortune, th» power to sleep quieUv in .h. kJ.

hut the „.„ who« „„h i, ,^yt, orG^"";;^

w™l; he » vexed by fear, and misgivin/, hT^ mto the impenetrable t«ture,Z„ ^

a..- wiut;;t h"\„r.7^'z trth""

oeatn. He knows that he will nn. a i.

'"»« tho«> whom he Io»«Lre wmL ^?*™ '°

«.ey will leave bin,, an7^Jto!^,^? "'

His bean is di«,„i;«, ^^.^^Sy^St:^^',}
the com ng days, fear n# ^ho •

»««"—-tear of

h. shall worfJoX ' "* ~"'"« "«'«' '"«•

But how will those doubts and t^^ i,

.be man who believe, in oTdrW^L 5''
him, they will not be able io h!,rl h-

'^ T
ffmiinri *«. • ^u "* """ ""« to the

Of the B,ble, he knows that the Lord will hold him"P- He says to his heart. "Nevertheless I am «n
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tinually with thee, nevertheless Thou art continu-

ally with me." He is content with God, and he

knows that, in some mysterious way, his God is

working all things together for his good. In the

same night in which he is betrayed, he is able to

give thanks, because he knows his life is always in

the hands of his Father. " Peace I leave with you,"

said Jesus,—^with you who believe in God, and who
believe also in Me. And this was no vain word.

He who spoke of this peace knew well whereof He
spoke. When face to face with cunning and un-

scrupulous controversialists, when confronted with

all the majesty of imperial Rome, when cruel men
were taunting Him in His dying agony, He was

always quiet and sure of Himself, because He was

sure of the Father.

The only truly steadfast character is that which is

rooted in God. It is one thing for a man to steel

himself against the assaults of what he calls fate

:

a very different thing it is to accept the discipline

that comes with the belief that it works out a

gracious purpose. Then whatever be the experi-

ence through which he may have to pass, he will

believe that it is good for him to be there, that that

place is to him a veritable house of God and a gate

of heaven.

m
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BY THE WATERS OF REST

"The Lord is my Shepherd"

The twenty-third Psalm is a song which willI've while the world lasts; for though itIme froman Oriental heart and is expressed nt^rmlo"Onentai experience, it deals with the deepTngs
the h T") " ''""^""^^ ^ "°»>^« ^hat it tou hSthe heart of every generation.

^^

The singer of this sweet song is one whn h
travelled far on life's wav nnA °"^,™ ^^
alwavs been hriJr ''^^' ^"*^ ^'^ path has notalways been bright or smooth. He knows that th,.r.

" ue nappy. He knows that it«! thJro* •

-o. such „ cannot b. slaked. f„, a gr^ious P^vMence has caused (he waters to bubble UD-n^«-ugb it and that by the bat'^rlTu"w«ers a man may quench that thirst and rest his
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and in whose gloomy recesses there lurked dangers
from robbers and beasts? Life has been a

checkered experience, but throughout it all one
thing has been very real to him : he has always

been sure of God. In his own eyes, he is nothing

but a poor, silly sheep, hungering for the green

and beautiful pastures, thirsting for the refreshing

waters, and prone to walk upon devious paths of

his own ; but as the sheep was guided and defended

by the human shepherd, so was he guided and de-

fended by that Shepherd Divine, whose care was
unceasing, and whose mighty love would be with

him, as he felt, "throughout the length of days."

He "brings the soul back," brings it home, leads

it from its crooked paths, and sets it upon his own
"straight paths "—paths which lead straight to the

peace of the fold ; and to all this He is pledged by
His own name. The sheep can count upon the

Shepherd. He must be true to them, for He must
be true to Himself. He does it all "for His own
name's sake."

And again, men need more than food and water.

In the strange pilgrimage that we call life there

are dark spots where lurk beasts and men, danger

and death. So what we need is One who is not

only kind, but strong; and this the psalmist found

in the gracious God who was the Shepherd of his

life. "Yes," he says, "though I go through the

valley of the deep dark shadow, even there I am

IS
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safe, and I walk throu/?h it with « f»o,i •.

I fear no evil • f«, tu fearless heart.

-Of .he «„.e„ce. ^nd^e .He' . o^' ^^^^^S?

.he.ep.e,aj*"rsjp^"Hr::,"'::-
this singer must have fell of God, and of Hk

Xn^'wh^.-^HHea"'* "^Z""
"''"^'

brings thrihtp"; 'Sse.ran:".h
""'." "'

Ihe hard wood ,nH
""*"' *"<" "« staff with

to tiie rod and^ff "i,T,l. T'"''
"'* P""'

R... ...
'

,,
™— « 'S they that comfort me."

sh^ h h ' '^P^'""« « »<>•« .ban a "uy

God and ,; .J. '^"'^'' '""' "' '^ « '*"« of'"d, and in the second division of the psalm we

^^' ^fh^'^.K
"'^^ °"'' l*^- bospitalitfandsafety, withm the tent of his shepherd host Oncems.de the tent, he is temporarily Mfe T^enemies may glare at him w^h the^r t^« I'jcn.el eyes, but the law of the desert wii Tot "et
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them touch him. And he not only finds shelter,

but hospitality; for this wondrous host takes pity

upon the panting man who has sought the shelter

of his tent. He anoints bis head with oil, before

him he spreads his table of good things, and he

gives him with liberal hands, for his cup runneth

over. "Come unto me," He seems to say, "and
sup with me—thou with me and I with thee."

What a meal I where the Lord sets the table with

His own hands, and the poor hunted man feels

himself safe and happy, while the enemy stands at

the tent-door and darb not lay a finger upon him !

A hunted man ? Yes ; he is hunted, and we are

all hunted, by the goodness of God. Note the

strong, fierce word pursue—the very word used

of the pursuit of the enemy in battle. It is as if

God's love were so eager to find the man that it

was determined to run him down. Look! there

they are, two blessed and gelntle figureis, love

and pity, angels twain, on the heels of every

man, running and resolved to find him. And
when they find him, and bring him into the quiet

tent, as the guest of God, is it any wonder that

he longs to dwell there "throughout the length of

days"?

It is very beautiful to think that this psalm is

not a prayer. The psalmist is too sure of God
to pray for these things. He speaks of things

whereof he knows, he tells of things that
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he has seen. He has himself Iain down by the

rest, and he knew that it was his Shepherd-God

thrn '^,**r^^'
»^- ^here. He had wtlkelthrough dark valleys with a fearless heart, be-

conM t .7 *^"' '^' ^^^P^«^^ ^«* strong and

.n the dark. So he does not pray: "O Lord, beThou my Shepherd, and let me never want: by
the green pastures do Thou lead me, and guideme to the waters of rest, and bring my soul backand cause me to walk in paths that are straight forThy name s sake. Yea, and when I walk through
the valley of the deep shadow, may I fear no

rJ Vh'
^'^"

J^y^^^
-*h ™e, and may Thy rod

and Thy staff be my comfort. Do Thou spread a
table before me in the presence of my foes, andmay my cup run over. And let Thy pity andThy love follow hard after me all the days of my

•
and may I dwell in the house of the Lord for

ever. That would be a beautiful prayer; but the
psalmist does not thus pray, for he knows that
Jehovah .s all this to him, and more: and hesmgs over the sweet song to his own heart, for he
IS very sure of his Shepherd-God.
How much more, too, this psalm means to us

ban It could mean to the psalmist I For since
Jesus came, we have seen the good Shepherd be-come bone of our bone and flesh of our flesh, and

Mi
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take His place beside us, to watch and guide and
feed His silly sheep. It is said that in Greek in-

scriptions discovered in the East, one sometimes
finds an Old Testament text, with the name of
Christ substituted for that of Jehovah or the Lord.
And surely this Christian instinct needs no
apology. So let us put the name of Jesus into this

dear old psalm, and see how His presence fills

it with vividness and power. "Jesus is my
Shepherd: I shall want for nothing. By the
green pastures Jesus feeds me day by day, and to
the waters of rest He guides me. Jesus brings
back my soul, back from death and self to life

and God. He leads me by paths that are straight
for His own name's sake, because His nature
and His name are love, and to this He is pledged.
Yes, and when I walk through the valley of the
deep shadow—valley of humiliation or sorrow or
death—I fear no evil, for Jesus is with me : with
His kindly crook and His strong staff He is a
comfort to me. It is Jesus who spreads His table
before me in the presence of my enemies—the sins
and the sorrows that make life so hard and sweep
it so fiercely; and it is Jesus who fills my cup to

overflowing. Yes, and this Jesus who is my
Shepherd and my host will never forsake me, for

His love and His pity will pursue me all the days
of my life, and in His father's house, where the
beautiful mansions are, I will dwell for ever."
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"The King of love my Shepherd i.,

Whose goodness faUeth never:
I nothing lack if I am his,
And he is mine, for ever.

And so through aU the length of daysThy goodness iaileth never

;

Good Shepherd, may I sing thy praiseWithm thy house for ever I"

"Throughout the length of days:" what awonderful phrase I Is it the lengt"^ of days inthis earthly life of ours? Perhaps originX Umeant no more than this; but sufely it is moreFor to one .ho knows God to be the'she^heTd "i

lead l?h ""^^ °' ^'^ '"P ^^^^- -•" only

of earth to the pastures more green and the waters

ZseTt: 'r"-
'^-^^^ Jesus of ours hiHimself been through the valley of the deeoest

said Peace be unto you I " Shall we not thentake heart as we yield ourselves to the guidance ofour Shepherd, who is good and wise and strongo whom belong the pastures on this side of deathand the pastures on that? And so throughout
the length of days we shall praise Him-al! ourdays m the world that now is, and then in the
wo' d everlasting.
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THE FAILURE OF SUCCESS

" ' piay Uw, b«-« me ttooej »

The iragedy of sugering i, often Lrrihu i, . .
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much about them. The state of the soul—they

believe in their hearts—has no immediate bearing

upon the business in hand. When they have more

leisure, or when they find themselves drawing too

dangerously near the borders of another world, it

will be time enough to consider the demands of the

soul ; and by the mysterious exercise of religion, it

will be saved, no doubt, in the end.

But what if for "soul " we substitute the simpler

word "life"? What will it profit a man if he gain

the whole world ar^d lose his life ? It is impossible

for the dullest or the busiest to evade the stern sim-

plicity of this question. We all have a life. We
know what it is to love it; and unless in the throes

of madness or despair, we would not lose it for all

the world. Thus the statement of Jesus is true,

and every one would meet it with unhesitating

assent, even if we read into the word "life" the

lowest meaning of which that word is capable.

Clearly no one is profited if he gain the world and

lose his life; for if he lost his life, he would lose

the world too, and then he would be poor indeed,

with nothing to identify him in all the universe.

But Jesus means something more awful even than

that. Life is that spiritual power in man which

gives to existence its supreme worth, and without

which a man is no better than his dog or his horse.

To lose this spiritual capacity is to lose everything;

and even could he gain the whole world, that w.uld
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be but poor compensation for iV loss of ^ n .u .
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Nothing tests a man so surely as hU rf.fi •,•
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sity of providing for ourselves and for those whom
we love, develops our nature along certain restricted

lines, and with this we soon learn to content our-

selves; while all the time, other and often nobler

powers within us are slumbering or dying. And

though we walk about the world with bright and

happy faces and all seems well with us, it may be

very far from well. The spirit within may be

shrunken and withered—a piteous and ghastly sight

for those who have the eyes to see.

Under modern conditions, success, as commonly

understood, lies in doing one thing well ; and it is

sadly true that most men contrive to do one thing

well by neglecting things of at least as much im-

portance as those which they consider. The atti-

txid-i of ordinary men to the highest things has been

immortalized by Jesus in His parable of the supper.

It was a great supper this—worthy of so generous

a host—and guests of all sorts were invited. But as

soon as the table was spread and they had nothing

to do but come, they all began to excuse themselves.

One had to see to his cattle, another to his fields,

another to his home ; and so they allowed business

and pleasure to shut them out of the banqueting-

hall. They cared more for the oxen and the land

than for the great King who had gfraciously asked

them to come in to Him and sup with Him ; and

their terrible, but reasonable, doom was that they

should never taste of His supper. If they should
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come they would find the doors shut, and they

trr.^r^"^^^^-'^--^^^*^-eepinga^J
The great supper is spread to-day for all who will

hr:;:dir"ir^^^'-
^^^ ^-^^ openet' ;;;hand and .s w.ll.ng to satisfy the desires of every

office and the home, the buying and the selling the

tZ:i^ "\''' ^'^'"'"^' ^^^ "°^« *° "« than

good and the Lord of all. We cheat ourselves ofour birthright, and the paltry success we may winm our profession is bought with a great and terrible
price. Born a man and died a grocer "-some
such epigram would be but too truthful a summary
of many a life^tory; born to a splendid heritage,
born with powers of large possibilities, whose
proper cultivation would have brought to their dos-
sessor knowledge and influence and joy-^nd Zd
with most of those powers strangled by the mur-
derous routine of professional life.

Doubtless every man's profession is a divine
school of discipline. It is by doing its duties that
he develops his capacities and attains to any power
that IS ever his. But to most men it proves a prison
as well as a school. They can see little of the great
and beautiful world beyond the cruel bars of their
window, and they seldom travel beyond the court-
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yard. In allowing our work to develop us, we
ought not to allow it unduly to restrict us ; for all

things are ours. The music and the art and the

literature and the beauty of the world are all for

us. Could any folly be more tragic than to stand

in the presence of all these things, and say, " I pray
thee, have me excused"? Most men go to their

graves without ever having known how much was
theirs, how large and glorious the world is, or how
rich and happy their life might have been. In their

exclusive attention to their business, profession or

home, they commit a slow intellectual or spiritual

suicide ; and this is one of the ways in which a man
may gain the world and lose his soul.

The famous words of Darwin should be taken to

heart by those who feel that they are giving their

exclusive aflfection to the work of their lives, how-
ever important and honourable that may be. "Up
to the age of thirty," he says, "or beyond it, poetry

of many kinds, such as the works of Milton, Gray,

Byron, Wordsworth, Coleridge and Shelley, gave
me great pleasure, and even as a schoolboy I took

intense delight in Shakespeare, especially in the

historical plays. . . . Pictures gave me consider-

able, and music very great, delight. But now for

many years I cannot endure to read a line of poetry.

I have tried lately to read Shakespeare, and found

it so intolerably dull that it nauseated me. I have

also almost lost my taste for pictures or music. , . .
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cause me tte exquisite delight which i, fo™.riy

mth- ,^ ''
**"" '° '•»™ ''«:<'"'« a kind ofmachme for grinding general laws out of large oc^!econs of facts.

. . . If I had to live n,y life!^nwould have made a rule to read some poet^^itoen to some music at least once every week -forperhaps the parts of my brain now atrophi^t^uW
thus have been kept active through use The"^
s.b^y be mjunous to the intellect and mote probily

Over certain minds the claims of trade and com-merce exercise a powerful and sometimes a deX
plain that ,t ts ,ust as possible for those engaged

Z7j:',t^f:°
*" """«' °' '"e mind and spl^ftto l,m, the fulness of their manhood and to deaden

themselves to interests that might have been asourc, both of power and pleasufe. The pS-erwho has no mind for anything but his sermon nomteres, ,n any form of literature which heTnnot

exhl.frr '""' '" *' "^ "< -P»'"o" o

SfTf r;, """"'l'"" " "'"« '«=""« him.

eyes to some of the avenues along which God sends

and truth ,s not confined to commentaries. The
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jfhole earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof;

and He has given it all, and not merely a fraction

of it, to the sons of men and to the preachers of

His word. The preacher, like other men, is asked

to the great supper; and he is tempted, like other

men, fcr professional reasons, to plead, "I p^ay

thee, have me excused." But here, as often else-

where, it

himself.

is true that he who excuses, accuses
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BIDDING GOOD-BYE TO GOD

•*Go thy way for this time"

What would you think of a man who had plainly
h«.rd .he voice of God-heard i. so plainlyL"uMde h,m .ren,ble-a„d who ye. tod ,he awfu
courage to reply, "Go away for .he pm»n.. When
1 have a convenien. season, I will send for Uiee" ?

we breathe more freely again as we bethink our-sdves .hat such a thing could no. be. I. could no.

r^llld^r "' " ""' '«'"• "^""^ "" " ">"" "ho

and there are other men-have we no. ourselve^

thoughts m our hearts, and sighed for God to eoaway, though .he blasphemous words may ne^r
actually have crossed our lips.

Felix was the man-the cruel, the powerful, the

to h.m w,,h deadly earnestness of a judgment to

1«HJ 5, and fliey smite wid. terror into hia seared
221
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Roman conscience. Paul is right, God is right,

and Felix can stand it no longer. "Go away," he
says, in a sudden access of terror. "Go away for

the present. When I have a convenient season, I

will send for thee." It is to Paul that he is speak-

ing, but what are those awful words but a tragic

farewell to God,—the God who was pleading with
him through the mighty presence of Paul?
What a prayer! "O God! go away." It is a

fearful thing to bid good-bye to God, but oh ! the

presumption, the pathetic, the unspeakable pre-

sumption, of expecting that the God to whom we
have haughtily srid ' good-bye will come back at

our summons, and alter His plans to suit our

convenient season I

We do not indeed suppose that we ourselves

could ever be so haughtily disobedient to the

heavenly voice. If only we could be sure that a
voice was God's, we would obey it swiftly and
gladly ; but the pain of life is that its silences are

so long, and so seldom broken by a voice which
we can with confidence welcome as divine. But
is that voice so very rare? or is it not rather that

we have not schooled ourselves to understand the

language in which it speaks? For it sometimes
speaks as a rising terror in the heart. So it was
with Felix. His conscience was alarmed by the

vision of a judgment to come, and in that terror

God was speaking to him. That is one of God's
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ways of speaking to men. When the still small
vo.ce would be lost upon us, He will someZd
tet us hear the distant roll of His judgment thunder,
ihen let us not pray in our terror, "O Godl iroTV way for the present." Rather, let us make our
peace w.th the God of the storm, lest His light-nmgs consume us.

*

But His voice is not always terrible; it can be

ri' 'Tu
.^"'"'"^^ •* •« «'°^"- *° "3 uP^n the

breath of holy impulses or simple affections. But
wheUier that voice thrills us with terror or with
sacred resolve, it is for us unhesitatingly to obey
ts promptings. God is with us in such a momen'^y.ng H.S kmdly hand upon our stubborn life.How do we know that He will ever be with usagain f

Procrastination is the secret of failure. A noble
thought, a holy resolution, visits us. It stands
knocking at the door. But it will disturb our com-

dismissal. "Go thy way for the present. When
1 have a convenient season, I will send for thee."And before that season comes, we may have
reached some place where there is no repentance,
though we seek it carefully with tears.
Warnings enough there come to every man.

Every time we are appalled, like Felix, at the
thought of the judgment to come; every terror
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that shakes our conscience; every funeral proces-
slon that passes up the busy streets, with its silent
mockery of their crowded haste; every experience
that awes and humbles us,—is another voice of the
God who loves us too dearly to leave us alone. The
man who says to such a voice, "Go thy way for
the present," is either a coward or a fool,—

a

coward if he cannot bear to look at those stern facts
with which he will one day have to make his bed,
and a fool if he supposes that the God whom he is

deliberately rejecting will come in mercy when he
summons Him. "W|ien I have a more convenient
season I will send for Thee." Yes, but will He
come? He will come indeed, be sure of that; but,
when He comes, He will demand the uttermost
farthing.
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A DESERT PLACE

"Come apart into a desert place*

Few sentences in the New TPQtnm-^*
pathetic than this: "Therr lere man

'"°'"'

and trointr »n^ *i, !
® '"^"y coming

rf/. !, • u ^ •'^"* ^^^ sent them awav to

n..n<b of ™en. They had done i„ a„d „o„ ,hevtad come back and gathered about Hi^ to tuHm, of all Aa, had befallen .hem. Jesus ,iL1d"'* »» °'"«' mingled with joy and pity He

1 rm» ' '"T """^ ''"•^""°" of .hetrk oMe men need not only enthusiasm but st,en«h

uhn'iiSe^^r^'iT" '"'r
*^" -^- -^

<h. .
,."*'• *"<" '> words of simple pathos

^ n? afd r""^ 7" "»"* -« ~">C«d
& S ,h" M '^ ^^ ""' '"» ' '='''"« 'o eat."So. « the Master's bidding, they entered a bolt«d wen. away to a desert place apart.

Ihis IS mdeed very touching; but the seouel i.

was defeated by the importunity of .he crowd Tnd
aay
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when they crossed to their desert place where they

had hoped to be by themselves apart, they found

the place crowded with a waiting throng that had

hurried round the lake on foot. The work had to

be begun again, and the repose seemed further off

than ever. In the attitude of Jesus to this new and

unexpected obligation, we get a glimpse into the

depths of His great heart. An ordinary man would

have resented the appearance of a crowd which so

effectively dispelled all hope of repose and deprived

Him and His of the rest they so sorely needed.

But not so Jesus. '"When He landed and saw the

great crowds, He had pity upon them and began

to teach them many things." Those who had come

to Htm in such a way He could in no wise cast out.

The seeming annoyance He accepted as a divine

opportunity, and tired and disappointed as He and

His disciples were, He gladly and uncomplainingly

began again the great work which His Father had

given Him to do.

It is worth pondering that Jesus deliberately

sought for Himself and His disciples to escape

from the crowd. It is also worth pondering that

that escape proved impossible. In such a world as

ours we are sometimes compelled by circumstances,

or by regard for some high (noral law, or for the

sake of a needy brother, to act against our better

knowledge. We know very well that we must

spare ourselves, or our strength—and to that ex-
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teol. our efficiency-^iu b. impaired. Yet u»«ra.n,«an«. of our life so „^g. a^ZA1U.0 spare ourselves is i-npossiblef andTtZ« we have slrength to stond upon our feet „f

fteir lugh compensations both here and hereafter-but while „e must learn the stern obligaS rfservtce from the willingness of Jesus to do^hi Hecould for the crowd at the very time that He »yearned to be alone with His disciples, we 4«
fZlro'r "'' "^"^ "^ they'shc^ld^™
apart-and perhaps many of us need this lessonsun more^how indispensable is rest and S°ness to all continued and effecUve work

It IS not without interest that the words forcome" and "res." which Jesus'„sed in His in,"
at,on to the disciples, are the same as those in whfcLHe gave to all that laboured and were heavy binhat other invitation which has rung as anTvant^
.hroughou. the centuries: "Come^unto LTd 1W.I1 g.ve you rest." Perhaps here, too, i„ thesuggesuon that they g„ to a desert place, Aere is

place W.1I the inspiration bej for Jesus is to behere too. Nor is it only thtough going apart byhemselves that they will renew theTr strengV ,„hey are to go apart with Him. But all the sime
the passage sounds an immortal warning to men
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who are consumed by zeal for the work to which
they are giving their lives. The strongest and the

most zealous need to go apart into a desert place

and rest awhile. They need it for their own sake

;

they need it for their work's sake. Much of the

work has to be done "in the midst of the street";

and we can only possess our souls there in patience

and peace if we have rested for awhile apart in the

desert place.

"They had no leisure so much as to eat." There
lies the real pathos of the situation—and the peril,

too. If a man has no leisure to eat ; if he is com-
pelled, as business 'and professional men often are,

to dine irregularly, nature, which is just,will make
him pay the penalty. Sooner or later his strength

and elasticity will be impaired; the man and his

work will suffer. In the deeper sense, too, this

holds. For that eating by which we sustain the

physical nature is a symbol of the assimilative

effort by which we sustain the higher nature of

mind or spirit ; and if we have no leisure to partake

of this food, to enrich our minds with new ideas

and refresh our spirits at the well-springs of devo-
tion, then in the long run our work cannot fail to be
languid and poor. There is no alternative. We
cannot give what we do not have. We cannot feed

others by starving ourselves. The teacher, the

preacher, the physician, the writer, all who would
helpfully touch the lives of others, must know
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something of the desert place. If they are always
with the crowd, they will slowly, but surely, lose
their power of helping it.

It was to satisfy two needs that Jesus urged upon
His disciples this escape from the crowd-the need
of aloofness and the need of rest. First, "Come
by yourselves apart." The disciples had no doubt
enjoyed some measure of success in their mission,
and they may have been a little elated by their
temporary popularity. At any rate, it was now time
for them to go apart by themselves, away from the
disturbing illusions of the crowd, to a desert place
where they could view themselves and their work
in truer perspective. A crowd is a terrible thing
and a good man may well fear it. He will f- s its
false standards of success. He will fear he
come to measure his v"^rth by the size of his, ..owd.
He will fear lest he come to care more for their
applause than to tell them the truth. Yes, the
crowd is a menace to a man's true estimate of him-
self; and as he loves his soul, he will once in a
while leave it all for the desert place where there
is little to turn his head or distort his vision of the
eternal things. "For my part," said Stevenson,
" I should try to secure some part of every day for
meditation, above all, in the early morning and the
open air." Apart from men, and, above all, in the
healthful presence of the primeval things, the sky,
the mountains, the sea, we can look ourselves more
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honestly Iq the face, lift up our hearts to God, and
give our panting lives a chance.

Again, besides going apart, Jesus bade His dis-

ciples take a little rest. The crowd has to be feared
for its power to lower our ideals, but also for its

power to exhaust our strength and impair our real

efficiency. This is the terrible penalty of popular-
ity, that it deprives its victim of the opportunity of
sustaining his power upon its highest levels. Day
by day his life is remorselessly eaten into. His mes-
sage becomes first familiar and then commonplace,
because the crowd will not let him do his best.
There is something pathetic as well as inspiring
about the numbeHess meetings which some
churches contrive to organize. They are in one
sense a sign of vitality; dead men do not hold
meetings. But they are also perhaps a sign of
that restlessness which finds its satisfaction any-
where but in the desert place. It is often just the
way in which good people take their dissipation.

And besides fostering in them a somewhat rest-

less and superficial type of spiritual life, it imposes
a burden almost too heavy to be borne upon the

unfortunate men who, several times a week, are
called upon to address such gatherings. It is no
doubt possible to speak many times a month for

many years together with real power and efficiency.

The thing has been done, though one may ques-
tion whether it has been don'e often. But in any
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case it can only be done well by leaving the crowd
and resting awhile. To the highest form of work
rest is an absolute necessity. No man who knows
anything of the conditions of his noblest work or
the limits of human endurance could doubt for one
moment that the blessed Sabbath day is a divine
institution. Its recurrence is a perpetual reminder
of the need of going apart and resting awhile. The
strength that is not renewed will soon become
weakness.

When P^re Didon had been banished to Corsica
Pasteur wrote to him : "You will come back with
your soul still loftier, your thought more firm,
more disengaged from earthly things." Most of
the world's best work has been done by men who
prepared for it in some desert place. Jesus began
His own ministry with a season in the wilderness,
and often afterwards he sought the loneliness of the
mountain side. Paul had his Arabia, and John
Bunyan his prison. The street has its place in the
religious life, but so also has the desert. He will
work best for the crowd who has rested in the
wilderness. And not less needful than when first
it was spoken is this healing word of Jesus to the
crowded and distracted lives of men to-day : "Come
by yourselves apart into a desert place and rest
yourselves awhile."
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IN THE MIDST OF THE STREET

What would you expect to find in the midst of
the street? The din of endless traffic, and the
hurrying of eager feet. This at any rate ; but there
IS more. On the great streets of great cities a
thousand interests and passions concentrate them-
selves. There the rich and the poor meet and pass,
and m thefr meeting one of the great problems
of the modern world passes before us incarnate.
There the tragedies and comedies of life jostle each
other unsuspectingly. Innocence walks by the side
of guilt. The deadliest sins masquerade before
our faces, sometimes with stealthy tread, sometimes
brazen and unashamed. Ambition, hypocrisy,
poverty, cunning, vice, and much else that is
unlovely and degrading, might be seen any daym the midst of the street by one who could read
beneath the lines upon the faces.
But is that all ? If that were indeed all, civiliza-

tion would be a tragic thing, and history had better
speedily close in some grand catastrophe. If that
were all, then Christ has come in vain, and religion
has drained its lifeblood for nothing. No, there is
more in the midst of the street than that. The man
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who has not yet learned the fatal art of cynicism
will find there much to confirm his faith in the
potential nobleness of human nature. If he can
read aright the faces that pass before him, he would
see many a simple heroism, many a pain and
sorrow bravely borne, many a sacrifice readily
made with no hope of compensation. It is very
possible to misread the significance of the endless
panorama in the midst of the street. It is very
certain that if we do not look upon it with generous
eyes, we shall not see one half of ita meaning and
beauty.

But was there ever half so beautiful a street as
that seen by the aged eyes of the seer of Patmos?
In a loving description of the new Jerusalem, the
city that descended from God out of heaven, he
noticed that in the midst of the street there was a
river, and on either side of the river there were
trees—trees of life. A tree in the street ! And what
a tree 1 Ever young and fair, bearing fruit all the
year round, and dressed in leaves which were able
to heal the sick and torn nations of the world as
soon as they entered this street of the city of God
and plucked thereof. Beautiful street of a beautiful
city 1 If only our unbelieving eyes could catch a
sight of such a street with the magic, beneficent
tree in the midst of it, how eagerly we too would
run to pluck its leaves and heal our distracted
hearts!
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But what is it that keeps us back ? Why do we

not see the city? And why do we not eat of the
fruit of this tree of life? I, it because they are

JO
far away? Perhaps they are not so far as we

«»ink. For this city, remember, is not in the
heavens; it is a city that came down out of heaven
upon the earth. Call it, if you like, a dream city;
but It IS a dream of this world, and not of the ski«.
ror. note, there are nations to be healed. The
work of the world is not yet done. Its nations are
«ck; the mmd and the heart are not sound; they
need healing. And they find it on the leaves of
the tree m the street of the city of God. So it
would seem as if the vision that sustained the aged
heart of this true seer was that of some heavenly
city m this world. True, there lies upon this city
a wondrous light, such as never was on sea or
land; and no city that has ever been built by
human hands can compare with it for the nobility
of Its inhabitants. But it seems, after all, to be a
city set up upon the earth, inhabited not by spirits

them
"''*"* "^"' ""'*** ^^ "'''"* ^*^ *™°"^

So, while this is a dream, it is not all a dream ; it
can be made the most practical of all realities. For,
surrounded as most of us are by the stubborn and
often ungracious facts of city life, by its fierce
competitions and its unremitting strain, it is well
to remember that the tree of life is in the midst of

m
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the street. Often we are tempted to think it is any-

where but there. A tree of life in a street which
rings with the noise of business and commercial

rivalries seems almost a mockery. Often we would
fain fly from it all to some lodge in the wilderness

or in the forest or on the sea-shore. Early man
imagined the tree of life in a garden—the glorious

garden of Paradise ; but it is a deeper thought, as

it is a later one, that this tree is in the midst of the

street, where the men are.

Wherever men are gathered together, there is

some not altogether ignoble life. For the exist-

ence of cities, when you come to think of it, is a
recognition, however unconscious, of the brother-

hood of men and i>f their need of one another.

Every one who is honestly working is doing some-
thing for that great organism which we call

society; each, in doing his own work, is serving

the others—it may be unwittingly—and blessing

the whole. Where two or three are gathered
together in the name of Jesus, there He is in the

midst of them, to bless them ; and where hundreds
and thousands are gathered together in the inter-

ests of a common civilization, we may well believe

that Jesus is not far away, though there is not a
little on which He could only look with eyes of

sorrow. And we may well believe that there is a
tree of life somewhere in the midst.

The inspiration of the street I Such a phrase
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few exceptions, ,g«,red .he street, and sought their
.«sp.r»..on an,id the qniet and gracious ^e^*,^

/, ;f^ \ " •" '"'S'"" '•"' «<='«1 philosophy
to d.^ver the tree of life i„ .he midst of the s„^t

more Uian the saving of the individual soul, it isthe saIvat,on of each for the service of all. I ftnot pU,n, then, that the concentration of the citvoffers the grandest opportunity? There it is 2
ZT "^""^^ """" * "•'"*«' "' "««here to

"erLt™:" Th"" f '^ """« ""P"-"' -"
the need sorest. There opportunities are mostnumer^usand most easily secured. Theretroro:^
«ork finds Its most comprehensive response andH. most manifold reward. Already, des^te mu^
Tryc^ZT "T'^r' '"'" «"^» ""W"every city much good and true life, oreaniifd »nH
un„^„i.ed, it is for those who belie^fTntXof God to deepen and strengthen this life, ,o con^centrate ,B scattered forces, and to plant itTn "hehe^ts and in the institutions where Tdoes not^

all that ramified social life which the street implies

n".:^Timr-h^""'
'?« *« «-• r'-- wereind«d times when He had to bid His disciples go
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apart into a desert place and rest awhile; but it was
that they might enter on their work again with

strength renewed. He left the wilderness in which

He sojourned for a while after the call to His
ministry, to work among the busy haunts of men
in the cities on the shore of the lake of Galilee.

The city, its needs and its redemption, were ever

in His thoughts. He would fain have gathered her

people together as a hen gathers her brood under

her wings. He did not shirk the responsibilities

of the unlovely street. To him it was not unlovely

;

it was the field on which he believed that, in the

far-off day, there would be a golden harvest.

The tree of life was in the midst of the street,

and its leaves were for the healing of the nations.

That vision, seen so long ago, is yet strangely

modern and peculiarly full of meaning for the men
of to-day. It is the vision of the opportunity and
the responsibility of social life. There is already

life in the midst of the street; but there is earnest

need of more and better life. For the redemption

of the street is yet a long way off. The streets of

our world are like those in the parable—full of

poor and maimed, blind and lame ; and the Master

is saying to us, as the master in the parable said to

his servants, " Go out quickly into the streets, and
bring them in hither."

Nor does the obligation cease when those in the

streets of our own cities have been brought in. It
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aretehes out to the regions beyond, for the leavesof the tree we« for Ae healing ,;f the „a«^^

Which It ,s designed to operate is the whole world

wortd BrT'/""
"°"""« "« ""- '"^^world. But It does its woric through redeemed

believe in God and have been quickened by Jesus

^ of the wor d tillit becomes the kingdom of ourG^and of His Christ; and then ther^ will be no^urse any more.
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THE RIVER AND THE DEAD SEA

"Everything ihaU live, whithersoever the river cameth"

It has long been the fashion to regard Ezekiel
as a legalist, with little of the old prophetic fire
and imagination. But the man who drew for us
the immortal pictures of the valley of dry bones
and of the river of life that proceeded from the
temple of God, must rank as one of the poets and
prophets of the world. The earlier parts of his
description of the river, where his Divine guide
comes forth with a line in his hand, and four
times measures the depth of its waters, after a
thousand cubits of its progress eastward, may seem
somewhat mathematical and unimaginative. But
when he brings us out upon the Dead Sea, and we
watch the fishing-boats that move along its western
shores; when he shows us the trees, whose leaves
and fruit are deathless, that fringe the wonderful
river on both its banks; then we feel that we are
in the hands of a great poet, who looked with eyes
of love and hope upon the world, and who saw
deep into the heart of things.

The whole passage indeed exhibits the pro-
247
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phetic imagination in one of its most daring and
splendid flights. Ezekiel and his people are still

in the land of exile—they are doomed to remain
there for at least over thirty years, and, so far as
human eye could see, for ever. But, so sure is the
prophet that Jehovah will bring His people back
to their own land, that he actually draws up a
minute and elaborate programme for the re-organ-
ization of the Church on their return. Even in
the Bible, with its hope invincible flashing from
every page, then is nothing more sublime than
this—that, by the waters of Babylon, where the
national hopes seemed to be for ever extinguished,
and there was nothing left for the exiles but to
hang up their harps upon the willow trees and
weep, as they thought of their beloved Jerusalem,
which they were never likely to see again—there
is nothing more sublime than this, that a prophet
could not only see beyond the immediate sorrow,
in some vague way, to a brighter day, but that he
saw it all so clearly and confidently that he pre-
pares and minutely plans for it.

Now of this new national life, the temple is to
be the very centre and core. Like our Lord, he
has a large imagination of the Church and her
destiny; the gates of Hades should not prevail
against her. This explains the elaborate attention
which the affairs of the temple receive through a
succession of chapters which to us, who are afar
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off, may seem dreary enough. But. dreary as
they may seem to us of another age and country,
they glow with the enthusiasm of the man who
penned them; the plans for the temple were drawnby an eager and loving hand. In this great de-
scnpt,on of the river of life, however, he carries us
to ground upon which he can stir our own interest
more readily. His pictures may seem to us. in
part, mechani^ and fantastic, if not grotesque;
but ,t IS not difficult for a sympathetic imagination
to appreciate the thing Ezekiel would be at. or to
share his hopeful and eager wonder at the possi-
bihties of the future time, when the Church shall
have secured her true place in the land and in the
hearts of the people.

We must first, however, beware of putting too
spiritual an interpretation upon the imagery of
b^kiel. In large measure, he literally means
what he says. To us, such a river, with such a
course, flowing from the temple eastward across
the Judaean hills and falling into the Dead Seamay well appear a physiographical absurdity!
But that the prophet means himself to be taken
seriously is plain from his circumstantial picture
of the fishermen casting their nets upon the waters
between Engedi on the west and Eneglaim on the
north. He means that, when the world is re-
deemed^ there will be no place in it for a desert
and a Dead Sea. These things, too, shall share in
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the redemption; the desert shall rejoice and
blossom as the rose, and the Dead Sea shall be-
come alive again. The earth, as well as the men
upon it, shall be transfigured; and it is primarily
this physical transfiguration that Ezekiel has in
view, when he describes the effect of the river of
life.

At the same time, it would not be untrue to the
spirit of Ezekiel's message, to find in it truths
directly applicable to our modern needs and situa-
tion. The waters of the river are said to proceed
from the sanctuary ; does that not suggest that the
Church should be a river of life, and that from her,

influences should stream which would bless and
beautify and fertilize the world?
Very near every Church is the desert and the

Dead Sea—the rough, jagged hills on which no-
thing grows and over which men stumble, and the
sea in whose waters no fish swims, and on whose
surface no ship floats. Round about the Church
is a dreary desolation; what is she doing to im-
part to it life and beauty? The life that is in her
should flow out of her to the regions beyond,
especially to the places where the need is sorest.

The stream that Ezekiel saw, as soon as it left the

temple, made straight for the east, for the Dead
Sea—for that was the region of death, the region
that most needed life and blessing.

The true Church will go to the waste places,
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where .he is most sor=ly needed. And. as she goesn the direction ordained for her by the neecb ofthe world about her, she will gather strength. Thewater may not be deep or strong for the first
housand cubits; but the farther the stream of her
mfluence advances, the deeper and stronger will itbecome. Beauty will spring up wherever she goes-
her banks will be shaded with lovely trees; Xonce was desolation she will turn into a Paradise,
and her influence will quicken the lifeless into

The water from Ezekiel's temple flowed east; and
the stream of our Church's activity will also flow

^TT"! m'u'*'*
*"^ ^**'"«' ^^"^'^ heathenism

has left Its blight and desolation, and human needs
are very sore; east to the slums of our cities, wherehfe IS sordid and the battle is hard. But to thewest no less than to the east; for the west, too, has
Its gorgeous desolations, and there the Church

laL y?H rT "^^P^ '^' *^Wy mistrans.
lation of the Greek version, to "Galilee andArabia "-to Galilee in the north and Arabia in thesouth, to the uttermost ends of the earth. Where

Ih! t^Vu '^" '^'"''^ P'^^^^ «'«' ^here mustshe be. with the water of life.

The background of this vision is a sick and hun-gry world. This is incidentally suggested by the
very last words of the description, where the fruit
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of the beautiful trees upon its banlcs is to be for

food, and their leaves for healing. Food for the
famished and healing for the sick souls of men!
These things the Church must be able to provide,
or she is no Church. The trees, with their whole>
some fruit and health-giving leaves, are nourished
by the waters of the river, and the river has its

source in the house of God—the whole being finely

symbolic of the vital and healing influences that
ought to stream forth from the Church upon
society. Too often the life of the Church is en-
closed within the four walls of the outer court,
and not the eastern gate alone, but all the gates
are closed, so that, those without cannot pass
within and those within will not pass without.
No stream of life has gone forth from it to bless

the surrounding world. The waste places have re-

mained waste, even those that were only a thou-
sand cubits from the door; and the Dead Sea,
only a few miles off, has remained dead. In that

case must we not say that the Church herself is

dead? If the water will not run, if the stream will

not flow, it is stagnant. Some churches either do
not move at all, or move away from the districts

where the people with their problems are crowded
together, out to the sunny, pleasant places where
there is comfort and room. If the Church is alive,

she must move; but if she understands her duty,

she will move towards the Dead Sea,

-«?-«
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Church ., the frequency of the word life through-
out this passage. "Everything shall live, whither-
soever the river cometh." As on the Dead Seawhere once reigned silence, are now boats and fishand nets and fishermen, when its waters are ...i.e

U

by the waters of the river, so life will • „rir u'.
wherever a Church is true to her hie', rmsi.n'
Everything shall live whithersoever the riv-, .f
her life cometh. If this is not literally i,.., it ;.
Ideally true. She has food and healhuj to , .>. al]who are willing to be fed and healed by her S ecan express her life in an infinite variety of v.av's

yield their fru.t, and she has an inexhausc.ble
power of adapting herself to the various needs ofmen.

The prophet or preacher, is a messenger of life.He stands m the silent valley of bones and speaks

And the Church must also be a messenger of life.
With hvmg preachers and a living Church, the
world s redemption would not be very far off.The preacher by his word of power, would, by the
blessing of God, compel the sleeping Church to
stond upon its feet-an exceeding great army;
and this living army would go out. to the north
and the south, to the east and the west, to Galilee
and Arabia, to the dreary hills of Judaa and the
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Silent water* of tKe^lifelcss sea, to the i»ighways
and the byways, to the waste, the lifeless, the un-
promising places, carrying healing and blessing
and life wherever they went. Then th« world
'woidd be transfigured, and this old earth of ours
would be a very Paradise of God.
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